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CRITICAL PATH
BUDGETING AND

BUDGETING:: A SYNTHESIS OF
CRITICAL PATH SCHEDULING

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General Remarks

The subject of this thesis is critical path budgeting. As the

name implies, it deals with concepts and techniques pertaining to

budgeting and critical path scheduling and how they rnay supplernent

each other for a more cornplete analysis. Both of these are rrtoolst'

designed to assist the management of a firrrrlr to reach its objectives.

It is the function of rnanagement 'rtools" to aid in making the

managerrs work easier, more systematic and reliable, as well as

rrsafer" and rnore economical. In this respect, they resernble the

instrurnents on the control panel of an aircraft.which assist the pilot

in reaching his destination prornptlyr econornically and what is rnost

irnportant- - safely !

Budgeting has been known to managernent for many years. tr'or

a comprehensive use of the terrn one rrray conside.r Eric Kohlerrs

lF

By firrn we mean a forrnal organization with limited resources,
such as hurnans, rnaterials, facilities, equipment and capital, which
strives for certain explicit and/or irnplicit goals.



definition of a budget as:

I. A financial plan serving as a pattern for and a control over
future operations;

Z. hence, any estirnate of future costs;
3. A systernatic plan for the utilization of rnan power, rnaterial

or other resources lZ3, p. 671.

Critical Path Scheduling (abbreviated as CPS), on the otherhand,

did not arrive on the managerial scene until some eight years ago.

CPS is defined by Riggs as: "... a managerrrent control tool for de-

fining, integratingr and analyzing what rnust be done to cornplete a

project economically and on tirne"( 4!, p. 1). Both techniques have

proved valuable and their widespread acceptance and use in a variety

of firrns and projects (35, p. 327; 18, p. 155) leads many to regard

them as two of the rnost versatile techniques available to the modern

executive.

The question that naturally arises at this point is this: granted

that budgeting and CPS have merit as rrranagement too1s, why bother

considering them together? Unfortunately, the answer is not sirnple.

It rests on a principle--especially well known to econornists and

sociologists--which states that an entity, however mundane or ab-

stract, is more than the surn of its parts. I4rhen one looks at three

dots on a piece of paper, he does not see just the dots but also a tri-

angular forrn or a line. One watches a football team in action and

what he sees is rnore than 11 skillful players as individuals. The

combination here is by f.ar greater than the surn of its parts.
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Interactions among these parts give the team certain characteristics

that do not exist in the individual players.

Sirnilarly, this writer feels that critical path budgeting as a

management tool surpasses in importance the surn of its cornponents.

It is a promising synthesis. The advantages of the suggested approach

will be illustrated in the chapters that follow.

Before proceeding, however, with a detailed description of

Critical Path Budgeting (abbreviated as CPB), it is necessary first

to consider the role of managernent, the user of CPB, and the nature

of the firrn which constitutes its environment. One can then discuss

the characteristics of nonrepetitive operations for which CPB is rnost

adaptable and exarnine the reasons that rnotivated its developrnent. In

this rnanner, it is hoped that this new approach is placed in proper

perspective so that the reader can evaluate rnore realistically its

capabilities and lirnitations.

Management Process

Any study or developrnent of a technique for the use of rnanage-

ment makes certain assurnptions regarding the nature, the objectives

and the scope of what is rneant by the term rrmanagement. I' As a con-

cept this has nurnerous definitions and even rnore varied interpreta-

tions.

One definition, quite popular alnong personnel circles suggests
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that I'rnanagement is getting results through the efforts of others. t'

This, however, does not teIl us anything specific about what Eranage-

rnent has to do in order to get these results. One is naturally led

next to the functional type of definition such as:

(Managernent is). . . the creative planning, orgar:izir,'g,
and controlling of the activities of an organization,
both rnental and rnanual, in the accornplishrnent of
its objectives (9, p. 6281.

(Managernent is). . . planning enterprise activities,
controlling operations, and conducting social contacts
(r4, p. Zl.

These definitions are, by far lnore enlightening and precise than

the first, yet the concepts included are broad enough to cover the

whole spectrum of rnanagerial activities. Foremost, we note that

managerrrentrs basic functions are planning and control.

More recently, sorne pioneering studies and developrnents by

Herbert Sirnon, James March, Jay Forrester and others have cast

new light in our understanding of the process of management. Their

efforts parallel in spirit and method those of rnodern physical scien-

tists in that the former have atternpted to discover a corrtrrten denorni-

nator for the variety of activities undertaken by rnanagers, rnuch like

the latter sought to discover a comrrton denorninator for the various

energies in the universe. As a result, decision-rnaking has ernerged

as the unifying concept that can allow rr)ore penetrating studies of

management and the firm (46, p. xlvi). In Forresterts words,
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rrManagement is the process of converting information into action.

The conversion process we call decision-rnaking', (13, p. 371. From

this point of view, whether we consider the planning function or the

control function, the underlying concept is that of decision-making.

It requires decisions to establish the objectives the firrn will pursue,

decisions to devise rneans for achieving thernr ?nd decisions to effect

control when actual performance deviates frorn plans. The points of

view suggested above are graphically shown in Figure 1-1.

Traditional
Concept

Decision Making

Plauning. . . Organization. . . De legations. . . Control

Information

E^edback

- -::

)

I

v
I

I

(-
I

t

+
I

Simonrs
Concept

Forresterrs
Concept

Figure l-1. The Process of Management



Evolution in Our Concept of the Firrn

Having established decision<naking as the fundamental activity

behind all managerial functions, one rnay ask: 'What is required to

make a decision? How are decisions reached? 'W'hat facilitates and

what hinders effective decision-making? Forresterrs definition of

rnanagernent, cited previously, offers an interesting clue, if not the

answer, to such questions. Decision-rnaking requires information

(Figure 1-l). In essence, decisions rnade by rnanagernent depend

heavily on the comrnunication network or I'nervous systernil of the firrn

and the quality of inforrnation in the flow. It is this fact that leads us

to the study of the firrn, since its characteristics ultimately deter-

rnine the extent of rnanagerial efficiency and the success or failure of

a firanagernent technique.

The last few decades have witnessed an rrevolutionil in our con-

cept of the firrn and its rnanagement. Perhaps, this was inevitable

since the survival of most firrns is intrinsically dependent on the state

of our technology. However, it is our understanding of a firmrs

f rbiologyrr rather than changes in its size, organization or produced

outputs that rnakes this evolution fascinating in its study.

It was first the classical econornistrs job to give an account of

the firm as an econornic entity. Although sorne of the irnportant vari-

ables pertaining to the firrnrs outputs (productsr prices and quantities)
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and inputs (rnaterials, labor, capital) were studied, the inner struc-

ture and functions of the firm were rnostly ignored. The classical

econornist, thus, looked at the firrn as a black box (Figure l-Zl. His

concern in the firrn was to explain the firrn ts interactions with the

rnarket p1ace. Thus, classical econornic theory left a good many

questions about the firm without answers.

The Market Place
and

General Economy

Figure I-2. The CIassica1 Economistts View of the Firrn

In an attempt to answer sorrre rnore questions about the firrn,

systernatic studies were undertaken by accountants, industrial engi-

neers, sociologists and psychologists. As a result the firrn was

broken down into different departrnents according to the functions that

could be discerned (rnanufacturingr sales, finance and personnel,

Figure 1-3) and techniques were developed to analyze, improve and

occasionally optimize perforrnance within a given departrnent. The

difficulties encountered in understanding the interactions of these

-t
I

k
I

IJ

r
I

J
I

IL

The Firm
( A B1ack Box)
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functions often resulted in suboptimurn performance for the firm as

a whole. Better understanding of each function revealed the conflicting

objectives of different departments in the firm, as for exarnple, in the

case of inventory Ievels (1, p. 4),

Outputs

Figure l-3. The Departmentalized View of the Firm

Since 'W'orld War f[, developrnents in the fields of rnanagernent

science, cybernetics, sociology and others have resulted in a drastic

change of our concept of the firrn. Perhaps, the departrnentalized

approach was a natural stage in the evolution of rnanagerial thinking.

In view of rnanrs limitations to understand and analyze a great many

variables sirnultaneously, it is not surprising that analysts had to

study the firrn by parts.

The advent of electronic computers has made possible the analy-

sis of extremely complex problems. Coupled with the development of

nurnerous new and powerful analytical and simulation techniques,
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cornputers have opened up new horizons with respect to E)anagementts

study.

The departrnentalized point of view is gradually giving way to a

dynarnic and unified concept of the firrn. According to this, a firrn,

viewed as a cybernetic rnodel, behaves like an organisrn and is in con-

tinuous interaction with its environrnent subject to external and inter-

nal pressures of social, economic, and technological nature. This

cybernetic version of the firrn allows for learningr thinkingr and ad-

justing to the environment as inforrnation is receivedandthe responses

of the firrn are regulated through feedback (3; .5 1., The degree to

which a firrn approxirnates animal-like behavior depends on the firrnts

aOutputs

r-
I Euvironment

t__
-t

F
I

cornmunication network as determined by its structure and content

(Figure 1-4).

Control
Mechrnism

(Production
Conhol,
Quafity
Conhol,
Auditing,

etc. )

Figure l-4. The Cybernetic View of the Firm

)
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Through its input channels the firrn receives information from

its environrnent (a purchase order, or a contract, an invoice, irnpend-

ing labor strike, etc. ). These are internally processed and with the

aid of its control mechanisrn and use of its merrrory it responds to

produce the desired actions (shipping goods, payment of bills, nego-

tiations, etc. ) through the output channels.

Thus, on one hand, 'che firrn attempLs io maintain internal equi-

librium by keeping its limited resources at appropriate levels. on

the other hand, it strives to attain a dynamic external equilibrium,

i. e. advancement towards its objectives.

Repetitive vs. Non-repetitive Operations

To this point, managernent has been considered in general

without specifying the types of operations the firm is engaged. These

rnay be repetitive in nature, non-repetitive, or a combination of both.

As a rule, pach poses quite a different problem to the management

of the firrn and consequently they require a different approach.

Perhaps a familiar exarnple might provide an analogy that illus-

trates some of the important differences suggested above. Consider

a tirne when at night it was necessary to drive to an unknown or long-

forgotten address in a large city. This can be cornpared with the

everyday drive to and frorn work on a long-held job.

The repetition involved in driving back and forth to work
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gradually enables one to corne up with the best possible route, taking

into account road conditions, traffic, plus other factors relating to

oners safety, economy, cornfort and duration of the drive. On the

other hand, the adventurous, unplanned, sort of drive for locating the

unknown address presents sorne possibilities that rnake itanaltogether

different experience. one rnay follow the wrong route and end up in

the wrong side of town, or rniss a turn and get into dead-end streets.

It is thus €zrslr and quite likely, to waste tirne, gas, and energy

climaxed with frustration and disappointrnent even if in the end one

locates the desired address. Such occurrences would not ordinarily

happen in a repetitive activity. Misfortunes of this sort often rnake

quite an ordeal out of an otherwise uncornplicated situation and one

can see how these multiply as the cornplexity of the task increases.

Managernentrs role is not rnuch different frorn that of the driver inthis

example and it is easy to think of familiar analogues in the perfor-

mance of actual projects.

The point rnade is that repetitive and non-repetitive operations

present different problems to rnanagernent and to solve thern success-

fully it is necessary to ernploy different approaches.

The driver looking for the unknown address can avoid rnuch

trouble and frustration if he supplies hirnself with a good rnap and

spends a few rninutes ahead of tirne deterrnining the best way to get

where he wants to go. He rnay draw the route he wants to take on the
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rnap using a colored pencil, mark the narnes of the main streets he

may want to take and the points where he must turn. He rnay also

consider various other factors such as traffic on certain streetsr ort-

going construction work and others. This plan, detailed or rough,

can help him stay on colrrse once he starts driving. Even if he tern-

porarily gets Iost, he can stop to check his position with respect to

the plan and decide how he can get back on course. These three ele-

rnents--the p1an, the feedback on his position and the corrective ac-

tion--can assist the driver to reach his destination more easily and

econornically. This is true even though there is no repetition involved

in the task to facilitate learning.

Historically, rrranagernent has had a sirnilar experience in deal-

ing with repetitive and non-repetitive operations. The repetitive

nature of operations in the factory allowed men from different fields

to analyze thern and irnprove thern. Various techniques were thus de-

veloped to assist the factory executive in forecastingr budgeting, in-

ventory control, production control, quality control, rnotion and tirne

study and other areas. Since the first industrial revolution, one ad-

vance has been followed by another and through increasing rnechani-

zation and autornation rrlanagers are now, more than ever, concerned

with rnore genuine problerns worthy of their attention as cornpared

with routine rnatters that used to tax their energies a. few years back.

Spectacular as the progress has been during the last 80 years
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in the rrlanagernent of repetitive operations, there was not till recently

any parallel progress in the managernent of project-oriented opera-

tions. Yet, man since the beginnings of civilization has been engaged

in all sorts of non-repetitive operations. Building roads, bridges and

ships for his travels, weapons and castles for his wars, producing

plays and organizing' festivities for his entertainrnent corrsurned years

and years of his energies. The non-repetitive character of most of

these seerrrs to have prevented hi.m from systernatically studying their

rnanagement.

It was not until recently that the great complexity and cost of

government defense contracts stirnulated research for the develop-

rnent of planning and control

(to be explained shortly) and

Their wide acceptance

their existence has indicated

techniques such as PERT, CPM, CPS

others of sirnilar nature.

and extensive use in the short period of

the need such 'rtools'r fulfilled. They

have given the project manager the opportunity to perforrn his func-

tions under uncertainty with a rnore systernatic approach than before.

Thus, he approaches the analysis available to his factory counterpart.

Historical Background

Prior to the developrnent of methods ernploying the critical path

concept, the Gantt chart had been the main tool for project planning,

scheduling, and control. Its failure to show the technological
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interrelationships among project cornponents severely limited its use

in projects of large size and cornplexity. Starr states:

. .. this (Gantt chart) rnethod requires inordinate arnounts
of cornputational time to handle problems, with, what
is today, an average level of cornplexity. Except for
relatively srnall operations, the Gantt project planning
approach is pass€ 1+2, p. llt).

The lack of an effective approach for project rnanagernent proved es-

pecially troublesome to industries with large and cornplex research

and developrnent prograrrrs, especially to the Federal Governrnent

spending huge surns on space prograrns and new weapon development.

In one study titled t'Predictability of the Costs, Tirne and Suc-

cess of Developrnent'r published in 1959, A. W. Marshall and 'W. H.

Meckling of the RAND Corporation analyzed tt,-e cost history of ZZ

rnajor rnilitary development projects and the schedule or availability

history of ten of these, all performed during the l950ts. The results

of their study showed that:

l. The average increase in cost over original estirnates
was approximately L40 per cent, with the highest
figure being 500 per cent.

Z. The average slippage (tirne) figure was two years,
with the highest figure being five years (30).

In another study titled ilWeapons Acquisition Process: An

Econornic Analysisrtpublished in 7962, M. J. Peck and R. D. Scherer

of the Harvard Business School analyzed the cost and time perfor-

mance for another 12 weapon prograr)s. They concluded that;
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1. The average cost factor increase (actual cost divided
by original estirnated cost) was 3. 2.

2. The average tirne factor increase (actual time required
for cornpletion divided by estirnated time) was I. 36 (40).

Peck and Scherer also studied five cornmercial developrnent

Programs and here, too, they deterrnined that the cost factor increase

was 1. 7 and the tirne factor increase was 1.4. In view of budgeting

limitation, it becarre necessary during the period covered by these

studies to cancel 57 defense prograrns on which the total funds ex-

pended arnounted to 6. Z billion dollars. These facts indicate quite

forcefully the inadequacy of the methods, such as the Gantt chart,

which were then available for project planning and control.

The stimulus generated by the need for a rnore effective ap-

proach to manage cornplex projects led to sorne intensive research by

groups in the Na..y and private industry (Dupont). The results were

fruitful indeed. In 1958, the Navy research tearn, headed by Il/.

Faz a r, developed PERT (Prograrn Evaluation and Review Technique)

for planning and control of research and developrnent projects. In

1957, the Dupont tearn 1ed by J. E. Kelley and M. R. 'Walker developed

a similar rnethod called CPM (Critical Path Method). Both of the

above techniques employed network analysis for the determination of

critical project activities. PERT is distinguished for its probabilistic

approach to project duration, i. e. it treats time as a probability func-

tion. This property rnakes it well adaptable to the R & D type of
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projects. CPS, on the other hand, is deterrninistic, for it assumes

constant values for activity tirnes. Hence, its popularity in construc-

tion, maintenance and other industrial projects.

'What has followed the development of these techniques rnakes

one of the rnost interesting chapters in the history of managernent.

The ever-increasing nurnber of applications, the plethora of articles

in the literature, and the developrnent of cornputer prograrns by rnost

cornputer rnanufacturers has transforrned the critical path approach

frorn a scheduling technique to a way of thinking (431. Figure l-5 il-

lustrates this last point of view, first suggested by professor Riggs

of oregon State University. Continuous research has developed a

strong rnathernatical foundation for this rnethod (2Zl and the possibili-

ties for new applications are becoming more and rnore apparent. rt

has been rightly said that its application appears to be limited only by

the imagination of its users (20, p. 136).

Problern Staternent

As originally developed, cPM and PERT were designed to han-

dIe only the tirne variable in a project. Although the savings rnade

possible by more efficient scheduling and control were substantial,

the cost variable in a project was considered only indirectly. This

limitation rnade it difficult to develop project budgets treating costs

explicitly and allowing for their continuous control.
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The developrnent of PERT/COST (50) to allow for integrated

project rnanagertent was a rnajor step in extending the use of this ap-

proach. Its contribution consisted of superirnposing a cost structure

on the networks made available through PERT/TIME. It thus becarne

possible to plan costs rnore systernatically and an irnportant step was

taken towards cost control.

It is difficult to speak of PERT/COST and its rnore recent ver-

sion known as PERT and coMPANIoN coST SYSTEM (5I) in surnrnary

terrns due to the rnany local rnodifications that could be and are being

rnade. The basic prograrn as often required in governrnent sponsored

projects is rnainly ernployed at a relatively high level of rnanagernent

(51, p. II-3: 33, p" 10I). The tirne and cost variances are used to

control the project within contract tirne and cost specifications.

The success the systern has enjoyed indicates that related ex-

tensions and rnodifications should be useful. In particular, a detailed

plan for its utilization at lower leve1s of rnanagernent appears to be

warranted. Although there are many conceivable procedures, the

underlying aspects of control through tirne-cost analysis rnust be the

core on which these are based.

One of the rnain features of CPB is the translation of the tirne

variance into a cost language. As will be shown in a later chapter the

tirne variance affects not only the cost of the project under considera-

tion, but the overall performance of the firrn when other cornrnitrnents

have been rnade. This can be seen rnore clearly when one considers

the effect of the tirne variance on the utilization of manpower, equip-

ment and other resources,
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Purpose of Thesis

The previous sections have briefly described the rrstate of the

artrr in the area of project rnanagernent and these sections have gone

to considerable length trying to point out the need for an integrated

management approach. If the firm is to approximate the cybernetic

rnodel in its behaviorr such an approach is not just desirable--it is

essential. This writer feels that there is not yet a technique available

to rneet this need. This thesis is,

purpose of fulfilling this objective.

lows:

therefore, undertaken with the

It is proposed to do this as fol-

First, an attempt will be rnade to extend and refine the integra-

tion of the time and cost dirnensions of a project. This can be done

through a synthesis of the concepts and techniques involved in budg-

eting and critical path scheduling.

Secondly, more refined control will be developed through the

consideration of tirne and cost variances to be used at all leve1s of the

firm. The time variance will next be translated into costs to ascer-

tain the effect of schedule slippages on resource utilization.

Thirdly, the decision to investigate a variance will be exarnined

not only from the size of such variance, but also from a rneasure of

the probability of its occurrence. This leads to the forrnulation of

a decision rnodel that can enhance project control.
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cision-making in a
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the purpose of this thesis to place managerial de-

frarnework utilizing the critical path concept and

for the suggested approach in the light of most re-

in the theory of the firm and its management.
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CHAPTER II

THE DIMENSIONS OF MANAGEMENT

Having introduced the basic ideas about management and the

firm, this section wiII show how budgeting and CPS can serve to ex-

press managerial decision making in a cost and time language. Here,

a rather brief account of the fundamental concepts in budgeting and

CPS wiII be given; how they contribute to decision making in the firrn

will be shownl and some of the problerns associated with their imple-

mentation will be considered.

Examination of these techniques and of the problerns confront-

ing the managerrrent of the firrn, points out the need for an integrated

approach in the area of non-repetitive operations where tirne and

costs must be treated explicitly. It is this need that provides the

motivation for the development of CPB as a means for rnore effective

project management--a vehicle for cybernetic control.

Budgeting--The Cost Dimension of Management

General Rernarks

It has been suggested that looking at the firrn as an organism

(in the cybernetic sense) may provide insight in understanding its be-

havior. The firrn, like a human being is in continuous interaction
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with its environment seeking to satisfy a variety of needs and

achieve certain goals. Like human needs, organizational needs can be

ranked. one can, thus, assume that under normal conditions basic

needs such as survival must be satisfied first, before other needs for

power, social service or others can be considered.

This primary need for survival is satisfied by most firms

through long-run profits; and here is where budgeting comes in the

picture. As defined by Professor Horngren:

Budgeting helps (the management of a firm) piot the
profit course. A budget is a quantitative plan of action
and an aid to coordination and control. Budgets
basically are forecasted financial statements, formal
expressions of managerial plans. They are targets
that encornpass all phases of operations--saIes, pro-
duction, distribution, and financing (I9, p. 165).

14/hen properly used, budgeting is an effective tool for establish-

ing standards of performance, for providing rnotivation, for measur-

ing actual results, thus, helping to advance the firm as a whole

towards its objectives. However, while the mechanics of this ap-

proach offer no serious difficulties, trouble invariably seems to origi-

nate at the human interface--a weak link indeed in most managernent

sys terns.

A survey conducted by chris Argyris (19, p. 236l revealed that

despite their importance and versatilityr budgets--especially when

used for control purpos€s--2r€ not favored by a large number of

managers because they place a person under the spotlight. Having to
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account for performance deviations in onets sphere of responsibility

often results in resistance and self-defense--natural responses to re-

striction, criticisrn and control. Yet the same people criticizing

budgets for placing managers on the spot would be equally critical,

perhaps more so, if employees were left on their own, fumbting along

without knowledge of what was expected of them. These critics would

then complain that performance ratings, prornotions, and other ad-

ministrative decisions would be completely subjective and that man-

agers at one level would be relying on the whims and idiosyncracies

of their superiors at the next level above.

The thing that is common in these arguments is that they both

ignore some basic concepts of hurnan nature. For it is as natural for

employees to want to know what is expected of them, as it is natural

for them to resort to self-defense and resistance when criticized.

Extensive research by sociologists and psychologists during the last

few decades has developed a body of theory about human nature quite

analogous to that of the physical sciences. A key concept in this con-

tention implies that most human feelings towards the outside world

one lives in (other people and objects and his relationship to them)

are ambivalent (26, p. 491. Thus, rnan ordinarily likes independence

while at the sarne time he injects in his life relationships of depend-

ence in his work (superiors and subordinates), in his farnily life

(wife, children) and in other activities as well.
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With respect to budgeting, one can say that to the extent it

serves a number of functions essential to the survival of the firm, its

use is well justified.

Budgeting for Planning

The role of managernent in the firm is similar to that of the

brain in the human body. When the term 'rfirmrris used, management

is included as part of this organic entity, but when the term I'rnanage-

mentrr is used, one restricts himself to the 'rbrainrr or decision rnaking

functions performed therein.

In the complex and ever-changing business environment of our

times, management is no longer faced with the problem of whether or

not to plan, but with how this can be done most effectively. planning

in general refers to the process of deciding what management wants

the firm to do. This is done in two phases. Phase r involves the

establishment of goals for the firm and is mainly concerned with the

long run. This is also known as strategy planning and is usually

undertaken by the top management of the firm. phase rr consists of

developing appropriate plans which converted into action will advance

the firm towards its objectives as determined in Phase I. Naturally,

Phase II is concerned with short-run planning, since it involves the

organizing of the firrnrs resources, making plans, and establishing

schedules that will optimize perforrnance under a specific set of
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present and anticipated conditions. Phase II is also known as tactical

planning, borrowing again from military terrninology, to indicate the

cornpetitive nature of the firrnrs operations. This is the responsibility

of the lower levels of managernent.

Budgeting as a planning tool is mainly employed in phase II. In

a sense, it represents the cost dimension of managernent since it can

exPress the different forms of rnanagerial decision making in a cost

language. The dollar proves to be a convenient unit for quantitative

representation of the firmrs (profit) objectives and plans.

Traditional budgetingr as applied in rnanufacturing operations,

enables rrranagement to analyze performarr."'* as a function of cost by

holding the time variable fixed. As a result, budgets in manufacturing

are mainly classified according to the length of time they cover--

yearly budgets being the most common since they are tied with the

firmrs fiscal year. If one assumes that the basic inputs to the firmrs

operations are time and costs (the latter including all cost generating

iterns of labor, materials, overhead and others), holding the time

variable constant and allowing costs to vary will produce a perfor-

rnance curve as shown in Figure 2- l. The econornic 1aw of dirninish-

ing returns iguarantees that while improvements in perforrnance are

rL,F

By performance it is meant the overall efficiency of the firm
encompassing physical, economic, and human efficiencies. Alter-
natelyr it can be thought of as the rate at which the firm approaches
its long-run objectives.
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Possible by increasing the budgeted resources (from those available to

the firrn) in the budgetary period established, there is a point past

which any further increases in the budget will reduce the efficiency of

the firrn. Managernent is, thus, concerned with the problem of deter-

rnining the optimum budget Ievel (as specified by point c-) for the

period under consideration. Such a task in real life is a tremendous

one indeed, in view of the cornplexity of the economics involved, but

this essentially reflects the nature of the problern involved in budget-

ing rnanufacturing operations. The adequacy of this two-dimensional

analysis hinges on the assumption of continuity of operations. In re-

petitive operations this assurnption is generally valid. Here the time

variable can be held constant and consideration of the perforrrrance can

be rnade over a period of a year, or quarter, or any other tirne inter-

val.

Performance
(in fixed time to)

Ci = optimum budget
level

to = budgeting period

Cost

Figure 2- [. Traditional Budgeting
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A basic requirement in the use of budgeting is the participation

of all key personnel in the planning of the firrnrs operations. Profes-

sor 'Welsch feels that bringing a1I levels of rnanagement into the plan-

ning function, where they are encouraged to comrnit themselves and

assume responsibility for the budgets they approve, is the rnost im-

portant advantage a firm can derive frorn such a prograrn (52, p. 7).

Other reasons for such participation point out additional ad-

vantages of the budgeting approach. First, participation provides a

stimulus for increasing the interest, enthusiasrn and loyalty of those

participating, thus, creating a favorable esprit de corps.. Secondly,

it assists each rnernber to develop the proper perspective with regard

to his work and how it affects and is influenced by others. This in

turn tends to reduce the nurnber of arbitrary decisions resulting from

oners narrow point of view. Lastly, participation in the budgetary

program serves to train and inforrn those at lower levels in the firrnts

position, objectives, and lirnitations so that they becorne prepared to

rnake the right decisions as they assume positions of increased au-

thority.

In short, budgets are pro forrna financial staternents of expected

perforrnance. Their purpose is to provide management with goals, a

sense of direction and the rneaning and irnplications of alternate

courses of action.
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Budgeting for Coordination

Another managerial function whose effectiveness is enhanced by

budgeting is that of coordination. This refers to the process of inte-

grating all efforts toward a cornrnon objective. It is generally accorrr-

plished by developing and maintaining all activities in proper relation-

ship to each other. Lack of such balance because of aggressiveness

or complacency on the part of certain key individuals may often be the

source of physical and econornic inefficiencies that can harm the

firm rs financial health.

Budgeting contributes significantly to achieving an overall bal-

ance in a variety of ways. Developing detailed plans for the cornpany

as a whole and for each of its units forces the executive to think of

existing relationships that affect each department and its operation.

In a subtle way, budgets also help restrain any empire-building efforts

by some individuals by broadening their thinking and encouraging them

to develop realistic plans consistent with overall company goa1s.

The degree of coordination achieved, ultirnately depends on the

communication system of the firrn (this point will be considered in

rnore detail later). Exchange of information must precede any adjust-

rnent for achiewing a balance in the firmts operations. A budgetary

program will generally provide the acid test for the adequacy of the

cornrnunication network in the firrn. By exposing any weakness in the
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structure of the firm, or any existing conflicts in working relation-

ships, budgeting can assist management to identify and correct prob-

lerns creating cornmunication difficulties.

Budgeting for Control

Control refers to the process of assuring management that the

organization does what management wants done. In budgeting, this

encompasses all activities designed to keep rnanagement inforrned of

any deviations from predeterrnined plans and policies. Basically,

control consists of rneasuring actual performance, cornparing it with

budgeted amounts and reporting deviations to the appropriate decision

centers. Corrective action is then taken to correct any significant

variation frorn plan. In this rrranner, budgeting directs the managerrs

efforts to problerns worthy of his attention, leaving him more tirne to

consider rnatters pertaining to long-range planning and overall policy.

The brief description of the control process given above leaves

a nurnber of irnportant questions unanswered. First of all, the mea-

surement of actual performance requires the use of a yardstick that

must be well understood by those using this inforrnation. Another

prerequisite is that such yardstick rnust be applicable to alt the opera-

tions so that results can be surnrnarized to portray the overall per-

forrnance of the firm. Budgeting uses the do1lar as a unit for rnea-

suring costs and revenues. Although for certain production budgets
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physical units (pounds of raw material, rnan-hours of labor, etc. ) can

be rnore rneaningful, it is still possible to convert most quantities to

a cost language.

Another irnportant question arising in the forrnulation of a con-

trol method is with regard to the standards used as a reference for

evaluation of actual results. This is indeed a delicate rnatter and

quite often the source of serious difficulties. The usefulness of the

control rnethod, in the final analysis, depends on the validity of the

standards it ernploys. For unless these standards are valid the sys-

tern will fail to serve its intended purpose. Investigation and criti-

cisrn of a personrs perforrrrance which appears unsatisfactory due to

invalid standards, when this perforrnance is in fact satisfactoryr does

not only waste precious time but can cornpletely underrnine the rnorale

and efficiency of those being evaluated. on the other hand, seemingly

satisfactory performance when in reality things are in poor shape rnay

disillusion management to a state of contentrnent until things get so

badly out of hand that it is too late to take any corrective action. The

results can sometirnes be disastrous.

In addition to the internal problems caused by invalid standards,

the firrn rnay have serious trouble with external factors suchasunions,

governrrrent agencies and others. These considerations coupled with

the problem of the firmrs internal efficiency indicate well how crucial

the issue of standards becornes in actual applications.
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Unfortunately, for many years the custornary approach has been

that of cornparing current results with those of sorne past period. For

instance, this yearrs costs in Department C are cornpared with last

yearrs. Although, such an approach may reveal irnportant trends, its

use for control purposes is limited. W'elsch gives the following rea-

sons that make comparisons of this kind defective ones:

l. Conditions may have changed--reorganization, new
products, new rnethods, price changes, technological
improvernents and others.

?. Accounting classification rnay be different.
3. Last yearrs perforrrtance may have been unsatisfactory

(52' p. ll).

More recently, management has found a more satisfactory solu-

tion in the use of standard costs. Many firrns have developed standard

costs for direct rnaterials and direct labor inputs, and these in con-

junction with flexible budgets for overhead items serve as a basis for

evaluating actual performance.

One must note that there exists a subtle difference between

standard costs and budgeted costs. rf standard costs represent at-

tainable satisfactory performance, then they are identical with budg-

eted amounts. If standards, however, are set tight in order to stimu-

late greater effort than normally associated with a given operation,

the budgeted amounts will be different. As we defined them, budgets

reflect expected performance in the light of present conditions. There-

fore, they do not indicate what rnanagement wants the level of
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perforrnance to be, but rather what it should expect it to be under an-

ticipated conditions.

Critical Path Scheduling--The Time Dimension of Management

General Remarks

While for repetitive work it is possible to hold the time variable

fixed and employ the performance versus cost type of analysis, in non-

repetitive operations the firrnrs efficiency depends directly both on the

cost and tirne variables. The time variable in this case assurnes in-

creased irnportance and it becomes necessary to consider it explicitly.

It was the performance versus tirne relationship that was originally

studied by the critical path techniques, in order to develop rnore ef-

fective rnethods for project planning and control. Assurning again that

tirne and costs represent the basic inputs to a project, holding the cost

variable fixed (i. e. the budgeted funds for a project) and allowing the

tirne (for project completion) to vary would produce a performance

curve as shown in I-igu-re Z-2. This is similar in shape to Figure 2-1,

because the law of diminishing returns guarantees that one cannot

keep increasingtheproject completion time for the sarne cost and still

keep the performance at an optimum level.

In this section, sorne of the basic concepts of critical path

rnethods insofar as these will be needed for the development of CPB
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will be discussed.

Performance
(for fixed cost Co)

Co = fixed budget
ti = oPtimum com-

pletion time

Figure Z-2. Critical Path Scheduling

The network analysis on which the above rnethods are founded

provides an alternate way for expressing rnanagerial decision making.

Using time as a primary variable, with the option of holding costs

fixed, it is possible to deterrnine the optimal performance (as indi-

cated by t, in Figure Z-Zl for a given project. The following discus-
1

sion will attempt to show how CPS, from this divergent point of view,

can enhance the effectiveness of project planning, coordination, and

control.

CPS for Planning

Frorn the variety of critical path rnethods available (CPM, CPS,
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PERT, PEP; IMPACT, SCANS, etc) CpS will be chosen to represent

the perforrnance versus time rnode of analysis. The reader rnay re-

call from Chapter I that CPS is a deterministic approach as opposed to

PERT which is probabilistic. The nature of the project under con-

sideration will dictate whether one method has any advantages over the

other. Although the choice of CPS is rather arbitrary, it can be justi-

fied on the basis that rnost projects of interest to this study, i. e.,

construction, rnaintenance and others, will be deterrninistic with re-

gard to tirne and cost estirnates. However, the probabilistic approach

serves a valuable purPose, too, and is not to be excluded frorn further

consideration.

I-undamental in the use of CPS for planning purposes is a

thorough analysis of all the activities required to cornplete a project.

In practice, this is a very complicated affair. In the rnajority of

cases it requires not only detailed knowledge of the technology per-

taining to a project but also a thorough understanding of the firrnts

capabilities and limitations.

After the list of activities required for project perforrnance is

cornplete, it is necessary to establish a sequencing order for these

activities. Such order is based on technological and administrative

dependencies which rnust be explicitly stated. In considering sequen-

tial constraints, critical path budgeting rnakes an important distinc-

tion of constraints irnposed frorn without the firrn, as contrasted to
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those imposed from within.

Restrictions or constraints from without are those imposed by

factors over which the firm has little or no control over. These would

be dictated by the state of technology applicable to the project, govern-

rnent regulations, economic considerations of supply and demand plus

various others, As a result, these restrictions are rather rigid. The

most serious restrictions from without are the technological ones.

The firm may relax thern or rnodify them only through extensive re-

search or as a result of technological breakthroughs. However, the

high cost of the former and the uncertainty associated with the latter

usually compel management to take such restrictions for granted.

Restrictions from within, on the other hand, are those imposed

by the firmrs organization and limited resources. They rnay be due

to lack of properly trained personnel, or the inadequacy of present

equiprnent or facilities. On the assurnption that management can ex-

ercise varied degrees of control over such constrainis, we can safely

argue that they can be modified or ignored whenever such change

allows for more effective planning and control.

Supplied with a Iist of activities and existing restrictions one

can then draw a project network that enables managers at all levels to

see how the different operations mesh to reach the project objective(s).

In this and the following sections it is assumed that the reader

is farniliar with the basic concepts and techniques used in CPS. For
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a fuller treatment of this subject one may consult references 33 and

48. Dr- Riggsr I'A Working Manual for Critical Path Scheduling" is

especially recolnmended for its lucid and cornprehensive presentation.

CPS for Coordination

With already prepared networks and the explicit treatrnent of

the tirne variable, CPS can enhance project coordination. Manage-

ment is cornpelled to plan operations so that all efforts are well inte-

grated for efficient project perforrnance and tirnely cornpletion. The

discussion on budgeting for coordination is also applicable to CPS

with regard to its effectiveness in achieving an overall balance in the

application of the firmrs resources. The sarne holds true with regard

to the influence of CPS on cornrrrunication and working relationships.

CPS for Control

The application of CPS, especially when ernployed for bidding

purposes, is often limited to the planning phase only. However, as

with budgetingr the full potential of CPS as a rnanagement tool cannot

be realized unless it is also used for control.

To be sure, using CPS for control requires additional effort and

expense. Its proper use, however, results in such tangible and in-

tangible benefits to rnake the extra step well worth it. Application of

CPS for control requires performance standards related to the
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activities defined in the planning phase. As a rule, such standards

are expressed in units of time (days, weeks, or other) required for

the completion of each activity. The validity of time estimates is a

crucial factor subject to the same difficulties discussed earlier for

budget standards.

With the activity tirne estirnates (which are assumed valid) CPS

allows the determination of critical activities in the project. For non-

critical activities, the computation of earliest and latest cornpletion

(or starting) times enables rrlanagerrrent to determine their float time

(or slack) so that the firmrs resources will be allocated to meet

schedule deadlines.

As the project gets under way and reaches different stages of

completion, actual performance is cornpared with the planned schedule

at regular time intervals or on the basis of important events (rnile-

stones). Action can, thus, be taken to correct deviations from schedule

by shifting resources to critical activities or by rearranging the

original network.

In addition to project control on the time dirnension, rranage-

ment can indirectly realize additional advantages through the use of

CPS. These relate to irnproved utilization of man power and equip-

ment based on the criticality" of certain activities, as a result of

+
Criticality

of float associated
in this usage is inversely
with a project activity.

proportional to the arnount
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which substantial savings are possible.

The main contribution of CPS, however, is that it enables rnan-

agement to view the progress of the firm in terrns of time. Hence,

our designation of CPS as the time dimension of management.

The Need for a Synthesis

Satisfactory as budgeting and CPS rnay be in expressing manage-

rnentrs activities in a cost and time language, individually used they

can at best give a partial picture of the firrn's progress.

I4lhi1e for repetitive operations the tirne variable can be treated

implicitly, the analysis of non-repetitive operations cannot be corn-

plete unless both time and costs are considered explicitly. This need

provides the rnotivation for a synthesis of CPS and budgeting that will

enable management to evaluate the tirne and cost status of a project.

In essense, such a synthesis would be a step towards cybernetic con-

trol, for it can offer a more realistic basis for planning, coordination

and control through increased 'rvisibility't of managernent with regard

to the firrnrs objectives. Conceptually, such synthesis would produce

a three-dimensional model of project analysis as shown in Figure Z-3,

The first problern in achieving the desired synthesis, is the

developrnent of a corrlrnon framework for correlating the cost and tirne

aspects of the project. Such a framework should allow the analysis of

a project in terrns of its tirne and cost requirernents or inputs. In
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addition, it should enable managerrrent to match the resources of the

firrn with the requirernents of the project in a way that allows evalua-

tion of the firrnrs performance on one hand and assessrnent of project

status on the other.

Cost Time

Budgeting cPs CPB

Figure Z-3, A Synthesis of Budgeting and CpS

The chapters that follow discuss how such a synthesis can be

accomplished through the use of critical path budgeting. An atternpt

is also rnade to show how this approaeh enables the firrn to approach

the cybernetie mode of behavior through improved coordination and

control.
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CHAPTER III

PROJECT PLANNING WITH CPB

Proje,ct Outputs

Output Determination

General Rernarks. Modern psychologists and sociologists

maintain that hurnan behavior is goal or objective oriented (25, p. 9).

The extent, however, to which these objectives are explicitly stated

depends on the cornplexity of the task(s) involved in reaching them.

Explicitness is rrrore pronounced in organized group behavior and

seems to increase as the size of the group becornes larger and its

mode of operation more complex.

In the area of non-repetitive operations objectives refer to the

outputs of a project. In this context, tJrey relate to facilities, equip-

rnent or services to be produced. One may also view these as com-

mitments of the firrn or deliverable iterns.

In PERT /COST terrninology project outputs are called end-

iterns. In tl: e sense they are defined above, these may pertain to the

construction of a tunnel or a skyscraper, the development of a new

product or weapon, or the installation of a data processing system.

It is irnportant that the objective under consideration is first
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defined in broad terrns as a whole progra.rn. The firmts top manage-

rnent is usually responsible for the definition and comrnunication of

these objectives to the lower levels. Such practice is strongly recom-

mended by PERT/COST 1SO, p. Z7l. The claim is rnad.e that this ap-

proach has the advantage of assuring the support and cooperation at

all levels. The integration of all efforts through proper planning is

essential for coordination and control. However, a certain amount of

bottorn-up activity must also take place if a proper balance is to be

achieved.

The broadly defined objective, thus established, is next broken

down into its corrlponents by successively reducing tI- cornplexity and

cost at each level of management. This process is continued until the

size of subdivisions at the lowest level is manageable for planning and

control. These are the end-itern subdivisions.

At this

what is to be

stage in project planning with CPB, the ernphasis is on

done. The project is thus studied independently of the

firrnrs organizatton and resources. Management can, in this manner,

gain a clear understanding of the project, its logical parts and their

inte r r elationship s.

'Wo_rk Breakdown Structure--The Anatorny of a project. A use-

ful device for the identification and cornrnunication of project objec-

tives is a graphic model known as the Work Breakdown Structure. In
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d wzllr this resernbles the familiar organization chart. However, it

is by far more important to management, especially as a tool for

project planning and control. A simptified exarnple of a 'WBS as this

would aPPIy to the development of a rnissile weapon is shown in Figure

3- I (50, p. 36). This typically takes the form of a pyrarnid organized

so that the major work areas of the project are clearly shown at each

rrranagernent level. The configuration and content will vary in general,

depending on the nature of the project, its size and complexity.

Project Components, Subcomponents and End-Itern Subdivisions.

A closer examination of Figure 3- I reveals that the project has been

broken down so that it is product or end-itern oriented. In this respect,

it is sirnilar to an assernbly breakdown sequence. There is no sacred

rule dictating this rnethod of project subdivision as contrasted to a

functional breakdown. However, considerations of clarity in drawing

networks and the allocation of costs in a rneaningful manner generally

suggest this approach.

It is usually the case that certain important activities, such as

engineering or docurnentation, do not fit the product-oriented break-

down. For purposes of integrated planning and control, it is possible

to make the W'BS versatile enough so that these activities will appear

at the levels where they occur (Figure 3-l).
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Restrictions frorn without--Preliminary Networks. Havingrnade

as complete an analysis of the project as one can do independently of

the firrn, it becomes necessary to determine the activities required

at the end-itern subdivision level. Managernent is thus compelled to

consider carefully the structure and function of each project compo-

nent. In this phase, careful consideration must be given to restric-

tions frorn without. These, as we rnentioned earlier, refer to con-

straints imposed by the technology applicable to the project, govern-

rnent regulations, the state of economy, weather considerations

and other factors on which the firm has little or no control.

With a list of the activities thus developed and the restrictions

from without, it is possible to draw preliminary networks for the end-

items or project outputs. These are next connected to obtain a pre-

Iiminary master network for the whole project (Figure B-21.

Although changes and refinements will have to be rnade to

these networks when the firrnrs resources are taken into account,

this step is crucial in that it forces managernent to take a hard look

at genuine restrictions which are rigid as contrasted to restrictions

frorn within which are modifiable. Understanding of these differences

is essential before the two types of constraints can be considered

jointly. Otherwise, restrictions that could be changed to develop con-

siderably improved plans go unchallenged for failure to discern their

cause-
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End-item

End-item

End-itern

Figure 3-2. Prelirninary Master Network

Output Specification

Restrictions from within--Revised Networks. Until now, no

conscious atternpt has been made to include in the analysis the firrnrs

organization and resources in order to focus on the true nature of the

project and its major cornponents. Helpful as this may be, manage-

ment will sooner or later have to answer questions about the r\rhor',

rrwhenrrand rrhowrraspects of the work involved. In this section, how

the firrn responds to the project is considered. Its reaction includes
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reorganization of its resources, assignment of duties and responsibili-

ties, and the establishment of procedures for planning and control.

Planning activity at this point enters a new phase. The end-

itern subdivisions established previously are now associated with the

capabilities and lirnitations of the firrn. This is the tirne that restric-

tions frorn within becorne operational. One can trace these to admini-

strative constrfts, availability of manpower or equiprnent, and a

host of other "usl"i.tions attributed to the firm per se.

Participation of all key personnel at this stage becomes essen-

tial. Restrictions from within can be changed because by definition

the firm has varied degrees of control over thern. To the extent that

certain changes rnay result in irnproved plans these restrictions can

and should be challenged.i For example, subcornponent c-23 umustl

wait before Processing in Department X until another job is completed

for a different project. It is important to ask whether service on the

other project could be interrupted so that subcomponent C-23 will not

have to wait. Management is usually concerned with questions of this

type when challenging restrictions from within. unfortunately, the

answers do not colrre easily. One, must consider not only the relative

economy of such changes, but also matters involving responsibitity

overlaps, personality conf licts and other intangible factors that affect

the firmrs overall performance. Although participation of key indi-

viduals in the planning phase does not autornatically solve such
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Problems, a better understanding of the situation can be reached so

that decisions will be rnade to optimizetlne overall efficiency of the

firrn.

Restrictions frorn within will rnost likely force alterations in the

prelirninary networks. To the extent that good reasons exist for doing

sor the networks become increasingly realistic. It is cornmon experi-

ence to cycle and recycle in the planning phase if one is to arrive at

a suitable plan. The final product should be a set of refined, workable

networks for all end-itern subdivisions in the \4rork Breakdown Struc-

ture. These networks are then connected to obtain the rnaster network

for the total project.

work-Packages. In small and sirnple projects it may be possi-

ble to establish individual activities as cost centers related to a given

responsibility center for proper control. Cost centers are units of

work for which applicable costs are collected, reported. and analyzed.

Responsibility centers are work areas of the project assigned to spe-

cific individuals of the firm who are held responsible for their per-

forrnance in the tasks assigned. In certain cases it is practical to

have an activity serve both as a cost center and responsibility center.

rn general, however, rnost rnediurn to large size projects (more than

150-200 activities) are difficult to handle frorn the accounting point of

wiew on single activity basis for cost planning and control.
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Consequently, it proves advantageous to group activities onafunctional

basis forrning what in PERT/cosT is known as a'work package (50,

p. z9). This resolves successfully the 'single-versus-multip1e-

activity" costing and enables managernent to streamline the assign-

ment of responsibilities for exercising proper control.

The concept of the'w-P is very important in cpB. First, this

serves as a basic unit for collecting actual costs. Secondly, it plays

a central role in the development of basic project budgets that are

used as the. rnain vehicles for time and cost control.

The logic of CPB dictates that all activities in the network under

an end-itern subdivision must fall within a work package. rt is also

necessary that all such packages must be capable of summarization to

an end-itern subdivision (Figure Br1).

r -C"work package: cost

! and Responsibility
Center.

rl I
t___

Figure ,J-3. '\4/ork Packages
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rf responsibility for the performance of a'w-p is to be assigned

to a single person or departrnent, it is very irnportant to establish

where such responsibility begins and where it ends. With all activities

specified in the final network, this problem reduces to that of defining

the starting and terrninating events of the w-p. The starting event

signifies completion of all activities prerequisite to the first activity

(chronologically) in the w-P. The terminating event represents the

completion of the last activity in the package. At these points in time,

responsibility for perforrrrance is transferred in and out of the depart-

rnent. For exarnple, a w-P rnay involve assernbling a nurnber of

parts to produce a corrtponent for a complex instrument. The starting

event would be defined by the delivery of the necessary parts and blue-

prints. The terrninating event in this case would be the rnounting of

the last parts and delivery to the testing departrnent (another W-p).

In a well drawn, productoriented network the best correlation

of tirne and cost estimates can be achieved by defining'w-prs along

continuous or adjacent paths (Figure 3-4).

Questions rray arise regarding the size of a work package. The

DOD/NASA Guide (50, p. 29) suggests that ilThe lowest 1evel work

package should represent a value of no rrrore than $100, 000 in cost

and no more than three months in elapsed tirne. r' Although this is

given merely as a guide, it appears quite arbitrary for the rnajority

of non-defense contracts. Robert Mi1ler is inclined to accept the
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dollar value of the work package as a more appropriate criterion for

determining its size. He suggests that arrrong the factors that should

influence the final decision one should consider:

l. The industry involved (construction, electronics, etc. )
z. The stage of prograrn (planning, design, construction, etc. )
3. The size of the prograrrr (total cost and time for cornpletion)
4- Depth and shape of the 'work Breakdown structure (33, p- r03).

Since the'W-P is intrinsically related to the firmrs structure, it seems

appropriate to add another factor to the above list--the organization

of the firm.

Blueprints from
Engineering

Wok Package for As.sembly Operations

Parts from
Supplier

Figure 3-4. \4rork Package Assignrnent

Responsibility Tableau: The Connecting Link

The preceding discussion has ernphasized how important it is in

planning to study the project at first without consideration of the firrnts

resources. The transition frorn this step to that wherein the firrnts

)
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structure is incorporated can be accomplished through what we term

Responsibility Tableau{'. This presents the relationship of project

cornponents to the different departments of the firm. and can be ex-

panded to cover responsibility assignments at the workpackage leve1.

Applied at the project component leve1 the Responsibility Tableau

will appear as in Figure 3-5. Here the project breakdown is given at

the left-hand colurnn of the tableau; the firmrs structure at the depart-

rnent 1evel is given on the top row. The check marks at the intersec-

tion of a department colurnn with a project component row indicate the

assignrnent of responsibility to that department for the component in-

dicated. The R-T can be easily extended to provide more detail at

the subcornponent level, as shown by Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-5. Responsibility Tableau Component Leve1

{<
This was

(33, p. 68).
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partly inspired by Millerts Task Matrix Diagram
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Figure,3-6. Responsibility Tableau--subcomponent Level

Responsibility and cost centers are conveniently defined by the

intersections of project subdivisions with organization colurrrns. The

combination of such tableaus at different managernent levels produces

the responsibility pyramid shown in Figure 3-7. This pyrarnid por-

trays graphically the organization of the firm for handling the project.
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The hoject

Department Components

Subcomponents

Operating Unit

Activities or Work Packages

The Project

Figure 3-7. The Responsibility pyrarnid

Project Inputs

Input Deterrnination

General Remarks. The determination of project outputs or end.-

items must be followed by a sirnilar analysis for the project inputs.

The terrn "inpult' is used here in a rather unorthodox rrranner. rt is

t+\\f:*-f.--r.ts--_J

-+-\-
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ernployed to describe the variety of limited resources that must be

utilized and directed in order to achieve the project objective(s). As

such, inputs refer to rnanpower, rnaterials, equipment and facilities

required for project cornpletion. Note that these can be expressed in

dollars because essentially they represent costs that the firm rnust in-

cur. Another important input to a project is time. This refers to the

tirne the firrn has available or can make available for a given project.

One hears at one tirne or another the familiar adage rrtime is rnoney'r.

However, no matter how well he intuitively sees the truth in this, he

is often at a loss when trying to convert time in dollars and cents.

Thus, although one knows that project completion time affects costs,

time as a project input can be meaningfully expressed only in units of

time, i. e. hours, days, weeks or other. Equally irnportant, but of

more intangible nature are inputs relating to managerial talents (crea-

tivityr initiative, analytical thinking), ernployee motivation and know-

howr and others.

Determination of project inputs, especially in competitive bid-

ding, must precede the final approval of a project. This is to prevent

the firrn frorn making any commitments on projects beyond its capa-

bilities.

Requirements frorn 'without. From the project outputs at the

leveI of end-item subdiwisions, input determination involves the
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selection and rnatching of proper ttquantities, and ,qualitiesrr of physi-

cal and human energies, materials, information and time with the ac-

tivities in the preliminary networks. This is done independently of

the firmrs resources by considering the general requirements of the

project. Deterrnination of project inputs includes:

l. Time estimates for activities

z. Manpower skills required by project (mechanical, electrical,

etc. )

3. Plant or other facilities (type and capacity)

4. Equipment (types and capacities)

5. Materials

6. Funding reguirernents (scherne for reimbursernents, bank

loans, etc. )

7. Information intrinsic to the project

Information of this type can be generated by the firrn, or it rnay

be rnade available from outside sources in whole or in part. In either

case, input determination must be carefully rnade so that managernent

can decide on the feasibility (or profitability) of the project. This step

is part of the preliminary analysis allowing the study of requirements

from without before proceeding with the more elaborate analysis of

how specific problerns will be solved.
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Input Specification

Requirements frorn Within. Upon approval of the project, it be-

comes necessary to specify in detail how the project inputs determined

in the preliminary analysis will be associated with the resources of

the firm. This step involves the consideration of project requirements

from within. In the phase of input determination it was merely neces-

sary to define the type of rnan-hours of skills required for a given ac-

tivity. Now, these must be correlated with specific departments,

supervisors and employees.

Instead of stating equipment requirements in general terms like

rrActivity B requires 6 machine-hours on a turret lathe, the input

specification takes the form ilActivity B will require 6 machine-hours

on turret lathe fi17, in Dept. B, by operator John Doe, on Monday,

Dec. 1I, 1965. "

satis factory determination of project inputs requires adequate

knowledge of the project only. specification of these inputs, however,

requires not only knowledge of the project but thorough familiarity with

the capabilities and limitations of the firm. One can say that success-

fu1 specification of project inputs is a science and an art in one. rn a

w&|r this is essential because along with the inanirnate resources of

materials, equipment and facilities, input specification is also con-

cerned with the utilization of human resources. Personalities, talents,



and individual skills rnust be combined

motivation, coordination and a sense of

work produced.

a=
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to create a working force with

pride and accornplishment for

Activity Time Estimation. The first input to be specified is the

time required for cornpletion of each activity in the refined master

network. Essential to this step is a clear understanding of the nature

of the activity, the constraints imposed on it from without and within,

and knowledge of the rates at which the necessary resources (skills,

equipment, etc, ) can be applied by the firm.

Management has two rnethods available for estirnating activity

times. The first is probabilistic and derives frompERT, the second

is deterministic and is associated rnainly with cps and cpM.

The probabilistic approach relies on three tirne estimates re-

flecting optirnistic, rnost likely, and pessimistic attitudes with regard

to activity duration. These are weighed according to a statistical

beta distribution to arrive at an 'rexpected, time, t", for each activity,

Thus,

a * 4m * bt =__eb

where,

optimistic completion time

most tikely cornpletion time

pessirnistic completion tirne

m=

D-
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The PERT approach atternpts to take account of the uncertainty in-

volved in an activity. As such it rnay be advantageous to use for ac-

tivities with no (or little) historical data.

The second rnethod for specifying activity tirnes utilizes only

one tirne estirnate. This proves satisfactory for activities involving

little uncertaintyr especially those for which the firm has access to

reliable historical records.

The CPB approach will be based on a single time estirnate on1y.

This estimate rnay represent a deterministic value or an expected one.

It is up to the managernent of the firrn to decide on which rnethod is

best suited to the activity (or project) under study.

After the activity time estimates have been prepared and incor-

porated in the rnaster network, it is a fairly straightforward problern

to determine the critical path and identify the critical activities (33;

4Zl. Next, the float-time (or slack) is computed for each activity in

the network and this cornpletes the specification of the tirne input.

Changes in the schedule may result in revisions of the network.

The rnethod of specifying the inputs, however, rernains the sarne.

The tirne estirnates thus arrived will forrn the basis for cornparison

with actual cornpletion tirnes so that rrlanagerr)ent can assess the

project status throughout the life of the project.

Project Budgeting. In order to proceed with the specification of
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other project inputs, it is essential for the firrn to have (or develop)

an accounting scherne for budgeting all parts and phases of the project.

Ordinarily, the firrn has an accounting systern structured along func-

tional or departrnental lines. This systern is satisfactory for the

preparation of required financial statements (balance sheet, incorne

staternent, auditorrs reports or others) and probably does a fairly

good job for general planning. However, for project planning and

control such a systern is usually inadequate.

Application of CPB necessitates the use of an accounting sys-

tern that is project rather than firm-oriented. Most projects, in fact

rnost managerial decisions, cut through a number of departments.

The difficulties that arise when data from departrnents only are used

make the functional accounting system unsuitable.

CPB rnakes use of the W'ork Breakdown Structure in order to

develop the frarnework for a project-oriented accounting systern

Thus, the firrn, in accordance with the cybernetic rnodel, adjusts its

behavior (for planning, coordination, and control) to rneet the needs

(or demands) of a specific problem (the project!), rather than atternpt

to find a solution through a series of rigid behavior patterns (as ex-

hibited by the standardized departrnental reporting systern).

The project-oriented accounting systern is rooted in the work

packages which are capable of sumrnarization to specific end-iterns

as well as departrnents of the firrn. Managernent, in this manner,
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can assess the financial and time status of the project af various

levels of responsibility, i. e. by components, subcomponents down to

the work-package leveI. At the same tirne, all information regarding

resource allocation, fund requirements, cost performance, and per-

sonnel efficiency can be summarizedby departrnents to determine

strong or weak points throughout the firrn.

The development of an account code structure from the projects

Work Breakdown Structure is illustrated in Figure 3- l. This has

been adopted with minor modifications from PERT/COST (50, p. 36).

The basic project budgets are prepared at the W-P level and are

successivly summarized to obtain budgets for larger project subdi-

visions and the project itself. CPB recognizes two basic inputs to a

project--time and cost. The latter is further subdivided into direct

materials, direct labor, overhead and other (direct charges or in-

direct ones). The conversion of basic inputs in a14r-P to produce a

desired output is shown in Figure 3-8.

Cost

Mtrls

Labor

OFI

Other

I

I

( i.e. )

| *""r,inu ,,ru**-uty I

{ electrical wiring of t
I 3"d floo" I

I foundation for bridge I

I cor"*" 
)

Work Package:

Responsibility Center

Figure 3;€. Basic Project Inputs
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With respect to cost characteristics PERT/COST identifies three

types of activities in a W-P.

1. Zero Cost Activity--An activity that represents a precedence

or dependence relationship but does not generate

project. (This in CPS is known as a dummy).

direct costs to the

Z. Joint Cost Activity--One of several cost activities in a 'W-P

whose total cost does not warrant further subdivision for cost control

purposes. Joint cost activities also include those activities that

share resources in such a way that it is impractical to allocate thern

to individual activities.

3. Individual Cost Activity--A cost activity that by itself con-

stitutes a 'W-P with identifiable resources (50, p. 37l..

The PERT/COST system does not require, not even recomrnend,

costs to be estimated and collected separately for each activity of the

network. The reason given is that such procedure would generate ex-

pensive and burdensorne detail (48, p. 35). In extrernely cornplex

prograrns, for which PERT/COST was developed, such an attitude

rnay be justified. However, in srnall to rnedium projects it rnay be

desirable to assign costs to activities in a'vV-P. To the extent that

such activities lie on the critical path, CPB atternpts to isolate them

in order to focus managementrs attention to the resource allocation

problems they pose.
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Fundarnental Budget Units. The main product of the inputs spe-

cification is the budget prepared for each W-P. Figure 3-9 illustrates

the information included in this budget. The left-hand colurnn lists

the activities included in the lV-P. The top row contains the basic

W-P inputs. Specification of these inputs includes estimated quanti-

ties in physical units, i. e. pounds of material, man-hours of labor or

machine-hours used for the application of overhead. In addition, ap-

propriate rates are included for each type of input except, of course,

for activity time estimates. In this manner, a'W-P budget is pre-

pared for planning and control expressing managernentts decisions in

a cost and time language.

Surnmarization of Project Inputs. The budgets for each work

package can be surnrnarized to obtain:

l. Comprehensive budgets (showing all inputs) for larger

project subdivisions and the project itself.

Z. Budgets for each type of resource (manpower by skilts,

equiprnent, funds, etc.) in the firm required by the project.

3. Budgets for the operations of the firm as awhole. These

are sirnilar to the type prepared by the usual accounting approach to

cover a fiscal year or other convenient planning period (I9;321.

Preparation of the first type follows the '\4rork Breakdown Struc-

ture and is used by the responsibility centers at different project
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Ievels. The second and third types foIlow the structure of the firrn

and are used by top management to specify the tirne-phased require-

rnents of the project and other operations. In this manner, it is pos-

sible to identify periods during which project requirernents place ex-

cessive strain on the resources of the firrn. Management can thus

plan to avoid dangerous shortages in manpower, funds, or certain

equipment by procurement of additional funds, hiring or training

needed skills, the purchase or lease of necessary equipment or re-

arrangement of project activities and revisions of plans and schedules.

Figure 3-10 illustrates how sumrnarization of project inputs as

required in CPB can produce the reports needed for effective planning

and control in the firm.

Project Environment: Another Input

Determination and specification of project inputs and outputs is

intirnately related to the project environrnent. The terrn ,project

environrnentrr, as used in this context, refers to atl conditions that

surround project perforrnance and in a sense it is an all-inclusive in-

put by itself. The sum total of conditions over which the firrn has

litt1e or no control constitutes the external environment. On the other

hand, conditions within the firrn subject to various degrees of control

by rnanagement are said to rnake up the projectrs internal environ-

ment.
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External Environrnent

For purposes of analysis, it is convenient to consider the ex-

ternal environrnent of a project in terrns of its physical, economic,

and social aspects. These are the sources of restrictions and re-

quirernents frorn without. As a result, they place an upper lirnit on

the firrn rs overall efficiency.

Physical Environrnent. This is the blend of nature and the cre-

ationrs of manrs technology. In essence, it is the source of know-

ledge, ideas and lirnitations that rnanagement must carefully consider

before specifying the project inputs and outputs.

The natural environment can be described by the physical geog-

raphy of the location wherein the project must be performed. 'Weather

characteristics (temperature, rainfall, etc. ), raw materials availablq

and soil cornposition, are just a few examples.

The state of technology, on the other hand, suggests the means

available for carrying out the project. It encompasses the knowledge

available at the time on rnethods, equiprnent, and rnaterials that can

be ernployed. Selection among these is a crucial matter, indeed. On

this point HaII writes:

A consequence of using out-of-date technology to satisfy
new needs may be higher costs than could be achieved with
newer technology. There are also bad consequences from
using new technology before the time is ripe just because
itrs new and glamorous. The object of good planning is to
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use technology which is timely and which results in the
best overall match with the total environrnent (17, p. 155).

Economic Environment. Additional genuine restrictions on

project perforrnance are often dictated by econornic conditions. These

pertain to labor rnarkets, suppliers, interest rates for borrowing

funds, available transportation rneans and other factors affected by

the state of local and national econorny.

Social Environrnent. Conditions created by man living and work-

ing in grouPs exert a most important influence on the firrnts efficiency.

The social environrnent is made up of the formal and inforrnal social

rules that are brought to bear on project performance. Federal,

state, and city laws, cornrnunity standards and policies of organized

grouPs such as labor unions, continuously affect the firm rs behavior.

Management, thus, should strive to maintain an atmosphere that al-

lows the alignment of its goals with those of the groups affected by its

operations.

Internal Enwironrnent

The most direct influence on a project is exercised by condi-

tions internal to the firm, therefore, controllable to a degree. The

internal environment, thus, consists of the human and f rnon-hurnanrl

resources of the firrn and the rnanner in which these interact to
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advance the firrn towards its objectives. Availab1e skills, facilities,

and equiprnent, the effect of inventory levels on cash, superwisor-

worker relationships and the like are just a few exarnples of condi-

tions that rnake up the projectts internal enwironrnent.

Human Resources. Modern management has gradualty come to

realize the artificiality of the classical description of an employee as

an instrument. Thus, the traditional approach which wiews man in

terrns of his speed, physical capacity, and durability for certain

tasks is gradually giving way to a rnore realistic point of view. The

latter recognizes that rrmembers of organizations have wants, motives,

and drives and are limited in their knowledge and in their capacities

to learn and to solve problerns', (29, p. 135). This shift in attitude

bripgs out more forcefully the vital need for consideration of com-

munications within the firm, employee motivation, and training needs.

The study of the hurnan element in the firm is too cornplex to do it

justice in the limited space available here. The reader is urged to

consult some of the excellent works in this subject (26; 29;46;4g1.

Non-Human Resources. This aspect of the project internal en-

vironment encornpasses the facilities, equiprnent, materials and capi-

tal available to the firrn for carrying out its various operations. In

contrast with the human element, these factors lend thernselves more

easily to rneasurernent and analysis and enable management to plan
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and control them rrtore effectively. The ernployment of these re-

sources for project perforrnance is generally determined by the inter-

action of the technological, economic and social conditions described

above.

Extent of Planning in CPB

The cost of rnanagerial time and other resources applied for the

developrnent and refinement of project plans represents a sizeable por-

tion of the projectts total cost. However, there is a point past which

the marginal value of further irnprovements does not justify the addi-

tional time or investment required to produce them. At this point in

tirne, return on the investrnent for planning is rnaximurn (Figure 3-Il ).

In actual projects, the arnount of time and cost invested rnay be arbi-

trarily fixed by budget constraints or schedule deadlines. Neverthe-

less, consideration of the above facts can prove helpful in deterrnining

reasonable estimates.
Total cost of planning effort

Value of plans

Tb = break-even point
To = optimum investment in

time and cost

Time devoted to
project planning

Figure 3-I I Optirnurn Planning Tirne and Cost
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CHAPTER IV

PROJECT CONTROL WITH CPB

Design of the Control System

General Rernarks

Application of CPB can be lirnited to the planning phase on1y.

However, unless its use is extended to include project coordination

and control, rnanagernent cannot reap the full benefits of this approach.

Project control is important for three basic reasons; narnely,

for rnotivation of ernployees, for quick detection of trouble spots, and

for enabling the firrn as a whole to approach in its behavior the cyber-

netic model.

With regard to rnotivation, it

that perforrnance is different when

evaluated. To the extent that such

of basic, egoistig or social needs,

by the control systern of the firm.

is characteristic of human nature

one knows that his work will be

evaluation affects one ts satisfaction

his motivation will be influenced

Control in the firm is also desirable in order to identify causes

of unsatisfactory perforrnance. Fautty materials, inferior equiprnent

and untrained employees present some of the usual problerns. Sorne-

tirnes, however, poor plans or invalid standards can prove much rrore
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detrirnental to the firrn rs efficiency and financial health. An effective

control systern can assist rnanagernent to discover these factors so

that preventive measures can be taken before it is too late.

The third reason for having a control systern is the fact that con-

trol through feedback is essential for cybernetic behavior. Manage-

rnent is thus in a position to evaluate continuously the status of the

firrn so that appropriate action can be taken to correct its course in

reaching its objectives. In this sense, management resembles the

driver of a car who checks his speed and his position while driving in

order to avoid collisions with other vehicles and assure himself that

he is on the right course in reaching his destination.

The Structure of the Control System

The specific structure of a control systern will vary in general

depending on the cornmunication network of a firm and the type of its

operations. Nevertheless, one can identify certain basic elernents

that exist in every control system.

First, there is the object of control for which the system has

been designed. This may be the final (or intermediate) product of a

process, or one of its characteristics, i. e. volurne, hardness or

other. It rnay also be a condition of interest about the firm such as

ernployee turnover, inventory levels, share of the market, or credit

rating. In CPB, the primary objects of control are the tirne and cost
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inputs to the project.

Secondly, it is necessary to have a rnethod for rneasuring the

thing one desires to control. This I'sensory devicerrrnay be a ma-

chine, i. e. a thermostat or a pressure gauge, a man or a group of

rnen. rn CPB, the rrsensory devicerris the 14r-P superwisor. His func-

tion, in this respect, includes observingr m€?suring and reporting the

types and quantities of basic inputs consumed by each activity in the

w-P.

Thirdly, one must have a ,rmonitorrrwhich compares actual per-

forrnance with a set of predetermined standards. This function in

CPB is perforrned successively by each individual responsible for a

project subdivision. Thus, one starts with the'w-P supervisor and

proceeds upwards to the leveI of the project rnanager.

The fourth element in the control systern is the rrcontrollert,or

the activating rnechanisrn. Its function is to initiate corrective action

whenever actual performance is below standard or to atternpt to in-

corporate in the plan unforeseen conditions which result in better than

expected perforrnance. Since control within the firrn is exercised

downwards, the trcontroller, in cPB for a given project level would

be the rranagement levels above.

A schernatic representation of the control system suggested for

CPB is given in Figure 4-1.
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rrControllerrt

Policies of the Firm
Decision Rules, etc.

Operations
for hoject
Subdivision

Time
/Materials

cost 
{ Energies

I Information

Figure 4- l. The CPB Control System

Operation of the CPB Control Systern

The control system in cPB depends on a framework built from

cost and tirne standards for each activity in the project. In addition,

it is desirable to include in the perforrnance standards the rnethod to

be used for each activity. Specification of inputs in the planning phase

utilizes these standards for developing the appropriate project sched-

ules and budgets.

'w'e say that control in the firm becornes operative whendeviation
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of actual performance frorn standard, i. e. a variance, creates pres-

sure or tension within a person responsible for a given task. One re-

acts to such a pressure in a manner that will reduce it. Typical re-

sponses include: attempts to improve performance, transrnitting part

of this pressure to subordinates, or a cornbination of these. In cer-

tain cases, the pressure felt by an individual may exceed a critical

level--usually different for each person--as a result of which he de-

cides to leave the firm. There exists some excellent methods that

attempt to quantify this kind of pressure and use it to explain mana-

gerial behavior within the firm. Charles Boninirs I'ind.ex of pressuren

(7, P. 19) is employed to set standards of perforrnance and develop

proper means of control. Andrew Stedry forrnulates a hyPothesis

(48, p. 40) that explains individual motivation in terms of budgeted

costs, actual costs and aspired costs (the costs a superwisor tries to

achieve). The interested reader will find these studies most stimu-

lating even if disagreements exist in the assumptions that are made.

In CPB variances are corrrputed for each basic input specified

for a w-P or activityr i. e. for time, direct rnaterials, direct labor,

overhead and other expenses. Next, these variances are traced. to

the preassigned responsibility centers in ord.er to allow for rneaning-

ful comparisons of actual results with predetermined goals.

For rnanagement to get results, it is essential that variances

are used to take action and investigate the factors that caused. them.



Accurate standards and irnpressive reports by

trol a project.

The basic objective in exercising control

of a variance is controllable and which is not.
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thernselves cannot con-

is to identify which part

By the term rrcontrol-

lablet' one refers to the inputs controllable by the responsibility cen-

ter und.er consideration. 'What rnay be uncontrollable at the W-p su-

pervisorrs IeveI, for example, late delivety of critical rnaterials and

supplies, rnay be controllable at a higher levelrin this instanpe,. by the

purchasing agent. Variances are analyzed to appraise the time and

cost status of a given W-P and action is taken for the controllable por-

tion. Next, these variances are summarized for successively larger

subdivisions of the project until in the final analysis management has

a measure of the overall perforrnance of the firrn.

rt should be clear by now, that participation of key personnel in

the planning phase can do much to lay the foundations for the success-

ful operation of the control systern. The standards used should repre-

sent currently attainable performance, tight enough to create rnotiva-

tion, for which agreerrrent of the individuals concerned has been as-

sured. Otherwise, it will be difficult to exercise control and excuses

and I'buck-passingrrwill take the place of explanations that are neces-

sary for isolating the trouble-spots.
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Degree of Control in the Firm

Another point that rnust be considered by the management of the

firm is the arnount of control desired. Insufficient control will a[ow

sources of unsatisfactory performance to go undetected with detri-

rnental effects to the efficiency of the firm. Too much effort, on the

other hand, for the exercise of close control that is not warranted will

require the expenditure of excessive time, cost and energy thus again

reducing the efficiency of the firm. If the relative costs associated

with the operation of the systern for different degrees of control and

those incurred from undetected errors in performance can be estab-

Iished, the optimum arnount of control can be determined on the basis

of rnimirnum total cost (Figta.re 4-Z).

Cost

$ Total Costl'/

Degree of Control

Cost of
operating the
control system

Cost resulting from
trndetecte d inefficiencies

T
I

Increasing Degree of Control

I.iglure 4-2. Minirnurn Cost Degree of Control
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Control of Project Inputs

Now that the general framework for the control system in cpB

has been developed, it is irnportant to understand how it applies to

specific project inputs.

In the discussion which follows, it is assumed that managernent

in the planning phase has established an optimum plan for resource

allocation through cost-time trade-offs. In actual practice, optimiz-

ing resource allocation presents a great challenge to the decision-

maker because the problems he has to solve are complex, indeed.

Methods available for such a task range from rules of thumb to elabor-

ate rnathernatical schemes (15, p. 263],. However, for the application

of cPB, Professor Riggst cost analysis approadh (42, p. Tzlorrnouets

dual network construction (20, p. 82) strike a satisfactory balance be-

tween the above techniques. When judiciously applied, these methods

will produce schedules (in the forrn of tirne charts) and budgets that

will serve as yardsticks for the evaluation of actual performance. The

objective, then, in this phase of project rnanagernent is to exercise

control over the project inputs of tirne and cost so that actual perfor-

rnance will conform to plans.

Control of the Tirne Input

General Rernarks. The basis for control of the time input (and
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cost inputs as well) is the w-p budget specifying the time required

for an activity and its float. The 'W-P supervisor records the actual

time consurned by each activity and compares it with the budget. The

resulting variance in combination with the float time provides a mea-

sure of conforrnance to schedule and serves to initiate corrective ac-

tion.

Critical activities by their nature require continuous vigilance

because any delays in these will prod.uce corresponding schedule slip-

pages for the total project. As a ruLe, the'\4r-p supervisor will at_

tempt to alleviate such problems either by shifting resources from

non-critical activities or by requesting additional resources (man-

hours of labor, equipment or other) not provided in the original budget.

Selection of the first alternative is often the most natural course of

action, since the second one may require unnecessary rrred-taper, or

result in investigations or criticism of his performance. Unless the

w-P supervisor exercises care in correcting schedule delays,

Parkinsonrs famous law goes into effect for non-critical activities.

This law states that work will expand to fiII the tirne available for its

completion (39, p. zl. The implication is that the w-p supervisor

will tend to use up the float-time for non-critical activities at the risk

of making thern critical. As a result, he may have a real crisis in

his hands.

The use of a time variance helps to reduce the tendency
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described above. Investigation of this variance can assist in d.iscover-

ing the causes of schedule delays so that corrective action can be

taken to elirninate thern. Un1ike cost variances (discussed in subse-

quent sections)which can often be evaluated by their magnitude alone,

tirne variances rnust be considered in conjunction with float tirnes.

For exarnple, a ten day unfavorable time variance that would be insig-

nificant for an activity with 20 days float, rnay mean disaster when

related to a critical activity.

At this point, the need for a decision rule becomes obvious. In

particular, one wishes to deterrnine how the float time of an activity

should be correlated with the size of a time variance in order to de-

cide whether such variance warrants investigation. Unfortunately,

there is no rule available that can be applied indiscrirninately. The

nature of a project and the type of the firm involved will usually de-

terrnine how such a rule rnay be formulated.

In a defense project, especially in wartirne, costs may be a

rninor consideration relative to the strategic advantages to be gained

by early project cornpletion. On the other hand, a business firrn rnay

the extent that schedule delays are

serious effect on its financial posi-

The decision rule suggested below for the evaluation of tirne

variances is an arbitrary one. However, nothing can prevent a firrn

place major ernphasis on costs to

tolerated as long as they have no

tion.
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from formulating its own, in a manner that will represent its particu-

lar utility functions for tirne and money. Thus, although the para-

meters of such rule rnay be changed, it is felt that the procedure given

below is a reasonable one.

Tirne Variance Decision Rule

Step l. Compute the tirne variance for a given activity by sub-

tracting the actual cornpletion time from the budgeted

one. In the event the activity is still in progress and

warrants close vigilancer proceed as follows: Add the

budgeted arnount of tirne needed for completion of the

rernaining portion of the activity to actual tirne already

spent on it. This yields a projected completion time

which is then subtracted from the original budget esti-

rnate.

Express actual (or projected) time variance and activity

float as percentages of budget completion tirr;e.

If the tirne variance is greater than one-half of the

activity float (both in percentage form), investigate

variance.

If a choice must be rnade among several activities for

the investigation of their tirne variances and cost is the

rnost important consideration, assign priorities to

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.
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activites whose descendants have the highest cumulative

cost.
l

step 4. rf prornpt cornpletion is more important than increased

costs, assign priorities to activities that contribute the

most negative float (i. e. schedule siippage).

In a later section, decision theory will be employed for an alter-

nate method of formulating such a decision rule.

For further analysis, the time variance computed above may be

broken down into its controllable and uncontrollable components:

Time Varianc Efficiency Time Varianc Project Time Variance

Efficiency Time Variance. This cornponent represents the con-

trollable portion of a tirne variance. It reflects the ability of a project

supervisor to cornplete the project subdivision assigned to him within

the time allowed in the budget. A favorable efficiency variance may

arise by irnproved scheduling of the work involved, reduction in the

nurnber and/or duration of anticipated delays, superior ernployee

rnorale or a cornbination of these. The irnportant characteristic of

such factors is their controllability at the level where the time vari-

ance is reported.

Project rirne variance. This portion of the time variance is

due to factors uncontrollable by the responsibility center under
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consideration. Late deliveries of supplies, unavailability of the neces-

sary rnanpower or equiprnent, and similar events may cause delays

which are unavoidable at a particular level. As time variances are

sumrnarized fot larger project subdivisions, what was uncontrollable

at one level (rneasured by the project time variance) becomes con-

trollable at a higher leve1 and is reported as an efficiency time vari-

ance. This approach enables management to identify trouble spots at

each project level and take the necessary steps to rernove them.

General Remarks. Materials requirements will in general

make up a big proportion of the project budget. Exceptions, of

course, exist as for example in projects where the end-iterns involve

rendering specific services, i. e., conducting a market survey.

control of materials costs can be exercised by management at

various points in the cycle of operations. Basically, however, it con-

sists of the distinct functions of purchasing, inventory control, quality

control, and usage in operations. In this thesis only the last one of

these is of direct concern. The others have been extensively studied

and refined techniques have been developed for their analysis and

optimization (8; 1 1; 12; l5).

The firrn, as a rule, wiII require for its operations materials

that fall in two rather distinct categories. First, there are materials
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that form an integral part of the finished product. These constitute

the direct materials that form an integral part of the finished product.

These constitute the direct rnaterials project input. Exarnples of

direct materials would be the gravel, cernent or steel used to build a

bridge, or the transistors, capacitors, resistors, wiring and other

hardware needed to build an electronic device. secondly, there is a

need for materials that are essential to project cornpletion yet their

contribution is so srnall or complex that treating thern as direct ma-

terials for cost control would be next to impossibte. These items

along with supplies required for maintenance and other services--

necessary but not directly related to specific end-items of the

project--are classified as indirect rnaterials.

In CPB, control of the direct materials cost is achieved through

the use of variances wholly applicable to this category. As for the

indirect materials and supplies, rnanagernent attempts to control thern

by incorporating thern in the project overhead which will be treated in

a later section.

A rnaterials variance is computed for each type of rnaterial in

a W-P. For further analysis, it is broken down into a price (sub)

variance and a quantity, or usage, (sub) variance. Thus, we have:

Materials Variance Budgeted Materials Cost

Price Variance

Actual Materials Cost

Quantity Variance
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This component is determined main-

Iy by factors external to the firm. FIowever, when reported, it can

assist manager)ent to evaluate the performance of the purchasing

agent and to measure the effect of price fluctuations on the profit mar-

gin. Prices used in the budget should, therefore, reflect accurately

current market prices and trends as well as the prices of the firrnrs

suppliers. This variance is computed as follows:

Mate rials Price Varianc Budget Price - Actual Pric tual Quantity

Materials Quantity variance. Generally, this subvariance is the

rnost useful one as an index of efficiency. Its function is to reveal

wastes in the use of materials, poor quality, or any abnormal losses

due to spoilage, shrinkage, evaporation, etc. such information is

then used by the W-P supervisor or his superiors to trace the sources

of inefficiencies. Decisions are then made for readjustment of the

firmrs policies with respect to suppliers, materials usage, storage,

and disposal. Its computation is as follows:

Materials Quantity Varianc Budgeted Quantity - Actual Quantity

Budget Price

The rnaterials variance and its cornponents are shown graphical-

Iy in Figure 4 - 3.
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Price

Actual

Budgeted

Budgeted Quantity

Figure 4 - 3. Graphical Representation of Materiars variances

Control of the Direct Labor Input

General Remarks. In contrast with direct materials, direct

labor as a project input is not as sirnple to analyze, direct and con-

trol. Starr, fur example, states that:

Job evaluation, productivity analysis, and labor deter-
mination... have proven to be very elusive, both for
definition and for measurement. The contribution of the
E)anpower input to the total cost of output is usually a size-
able component. This explains why the problem of mea-
suring manpower costs has received both widespread and
continuous attention over many years (47, p. 335).

The continuously increasing union demands, the high cost of

training prograrns, and periodic shortages of certain skills in the

labor market suggest that rnanagement must be constantly aware of

hice Variance

Budgeted

Direct Materials Cost
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the importance of labor costs. The seriousness of this problern is

even greater in non-repetitive operations where the degree of mecha-

nization is lirnited. Automation which rnay solve labor problems in

manufacturing, unfortunatelyr offers no promise at all for project-

oriented operations.

In CPB, control of direct labor costs is effected through the use

of appropriate variances. These generally arise as a result of the

following:

1. Changes in wage-rates for skills specified in a project ac-

tivity.

2. Use of higher-rate workers than the type(s) specified.

3, Actual man-hours consumed significantly different from

amounts estimated in the budget.

4. Combination of the above.

The total direct labor variance is broken down into a wage-rate (sub)

variance and an efficiency (sub) variance. Thus, for a given project,

subdivision (activity, work package or other) we have:

Actual Labor Cost

'W-age-Rate Variance Efficiency Variance

'w'age-Rate variance. This variance generally results from a

change in the wage structure of the firm or from failure to match the

proper grades of labor with the manual tasks or the operation of

Labor Variance Budgeted Labor Cost
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equiprnent involved in an activity. It is computed as follows:

'Wage-Rate Varianc Budget'Wage Rate - Actual \,Vage Rate

Actua1 Man-hours Used

The w-P supervisor cannot be held responsible for changes in

the wage structure, since this is determined by union negotiations or

frorn the interaction of supply and dernand in the accessible labor mar-

kets. As long as budgets are based on labor rates that are kept up to

date, this portion of the wage-rate variance is srnall, thus causing no

serious problems. on the other hand, the rnatching of proper grades

of labor with a given activity is within the control of the 'w-p super-

visor.and management holds hirn responsible for this portion of the

wage - rate variance.

Efficiency Variance. The second component of the labor vari-

ance reflects the ability of individuals, at various Ievels of the projec!

to cornplete a project subdivision with the rnan-hours allowed in the

budget. The following forrnula is used for its computation:

Efficiency Varianc Budgeted Man-hours - Actual Man-hours

Budget Wage Rate

while in rnanufacturing operations industrial engineers have had

considerable success in developing time standards, in non-repetitive
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operations progress has been very slow. Each project is essentially

unique as a total prograrn and conditions surrounding project perfor-

mance usually vary considerably. These facts have discouraged the

managerrtent of many a firm frorn studying tirne standards systernati-

cally and the usefulness of a plan suffers rather unduly from subjec-

ti ve I'gue s s timate s. rl

Although projects are essentially unique from a macroscopic

point of view, they essentially consist of certain basic tasks that re-

peat thernselves frorn project to project. The patterns wiII, of course,

differ from subdivision to subdivision and for different projects, but

from a microscopic point of view the building blocks are the same.

Management can thus develop an "alphabet't of basic tasks present in

rnost of its projects for which reliable time standards can be deter-

mined. For new projects, it is then necessary to identify the basic

tasks in a given activity or W-P and develop synthetic time standards

to fit the new patterns. This approach resernbles the application of

MTM in rnanufacturing operations (25, p. 48?) and has the distinct ad-

vantages of (1) avoiding the tirning and rating of tasks, and (Z) pre-

paring estirnates for jobs before these are physically undertaken.

Since CPB is primarily addressed to projects that do not re-

quire solution of technical problems, the predetermined standards

approach offers distinct advantages. Projects in construction, rnain-

tenance, ship building and other areas of well estabtished technology
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can be thus planned and controlled much more objectively than is pos-

sible with present methods.

The labor efficiency variance at the W-P level consists of a con-

trollable and an uncontrollable component. If, for example, more

rnan-hours are required because of poor scheduling, too rnuch idle

time or other factors controllable by the Vf -P supervisor, corrective

action can be initiated on the spot. On the other hand, if more than

the budgeted nurnber of rnan-hours is consumed in order to stop an

activity from becorning critical and the W-P supervisor is instructed

to do so from above, the labor efficiency variance helps analyze the

consequences of such rrtrade-offsrr even though they are uncontrollable

at the \,v-P leveI. As these variances are summatized to cover larger

project subdivisions, uncontrollable variances become controllable

and a cornplete account of deviations from plan becomes possible.

A graphical representation of the direct Labor variance and its

components is shown in Figure 4-4.

Wag+Rate

Actual

Budgeted

Actud
Direct Labor Cost

Budgeted Actual Man-hours

Figure 4-4. Graphical Representation of Labor Variances

Efficiency
Variance

Budgeted

.Dlrectrl.abor Gost
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Control of the Overhead Input

By far the most difficult project input to anaLyze for purposes of

control is the project overhead. By its very nature, this cost cannot

be identified with specific activities. Yet, it is necessary for project

completion and usually constitutes a major element of total cost.

Project overhead includes the costs of indirect labor, indirect ma-

terials, depreciation of equipment and facilities, salaries of executive

Personnel and numerous other expenses that cannot be conveniently

charged to activities, work package, or even larger project subdivi-

sions. In a sense, it is analogous to what in manufacturing is known

as factory overhead.

Control of project overhead in CPB is effected through the use

of flexible budgets. Essentially, these are constructed from the

fixed and variable overhead costs applicable to a project. Analysis

of such costs enables rnanagement to develop fixed and variable over-

head rates which rnay then be applied to charge overhead to the vari-

ous project subdivisions.

The typical firm incurs certain overhead costs simply by in-

vestments in facilities, equiprnent and personnel necessary to do busi-

ness. As a rule, such costs are independent of a specific project

which the firm may und.ertake. They are determined by the deprecia-

tion of the above investments with time. In addition, the firrn incurs
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other overhead costs (indirect materials, indirect labor, etc. ) whose

magnitude varies with the size and cornplexity of a project (analogous

to the volume of business or nurnber of units produced in rnanufactur-

itg). Thus, overhead appears to vary with time and with the activity

Ie veI..

It is interesting at this point to make some comparisons of flexi-

ble budgets used in a project with those used in manufacturing. Flexi-

b1e budgets in manufacturing are developed by holding the time varia-

ble fixedr sdy on a yearly basis, and allowing the activity level to

vary. As a result, the fixed or static corrponent for the factory over-

head consists of expenses that are fixed for the budgeting period, even

though the activity level may fluctuate within a large range. This

static budget includes salaries of production executives, depreciation

and taxes on equipment and facilities, fire insurance and others. The

variable component, however, is made up frorn costs that change with

the activity 1eveI, as for example, indirect materials, indirect Iabor

supplies, payroll taxes and others. These budgets are used for cost

control on the basis of the activity 1eveI anticipated and the one

realized at the end of the budgeting period.

In non-repetitive operations the roles of the overhead iterns

rnentioned above are reversed. In this case, the distinction between

fixed and variable overhead items cannot be made on the basis of the

activity level because this is fixed--it is the specific project under
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study. Instead, completion time is ernployed as a basis for overhead

classification. Overhead rates are therefore estabtished in exactly

the opposite way frorn the factory overhead rates. This important dif-

ference is illustrated in Figure 4-5.

overhead charges are usually rnade by selecting a base that in-

sures the most accurate application of overhead costs to the various

projects or project subdivisions. Matz et aI. (32, p. 285) suggest

that this base should be rnost closely related to functions represented

by the overhead cost being applied. Thus, if the overhead cost con-

sists predominantly of supervision and indirect 1abor, a preferable

base would be the direct labor hours or the labor cost. On the other

hand, if overhead is to be applied for the use of expensive equiprnent,

the appropriate base would be the machine-hours invorved.

rn general, rrlanagement will determine in the planning phase

the estimated total overhead cost applicable to the project, or one of

its subdivisions, and the estimated input (labor hours, machine hours

or other) to be used as a base. Division of the former by the latter

yields the rate at which overhead is apptied. This is also correlated

with the completion tirne in the project schedule which will provide

the basis for the analysis of the overhead variance upon cornpletion.

For a given project subdivision, the overhead variance is fur-

ther broken down to a budget and tirne variance. Thus,
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Overhead Varianc Actua1 Overhead Cost Budgeted Overhead Cost

Budget Variance Tirne Variance

Budget Variance. This component pertains to the fixed overhead

costs of the project and is calculated by subtracting the budgeted fixed

overhead for a project subdivision (indirect labor, indirect materials,

supplies, etc. ) from the actual amount spent upon completion.

Time Variance. This portion reflects the effect of cornpletion

time on the actual project overhead. For exarnple, if supervisory

personnel and equipment are assigned to a project with a budgeted

cornpletion time of two years, and the actual completion time is in

fact three years, the extra yearrs salaries and equipment depreciation

would give rise to a time variance in the project overhead. This vari_

ance will also include bonuses (or tiquidated damages) that may result

from completing a project earlier (or later) than planned in the budget.

General Remarks

The preceding discussion has stressed the importance of input

variances as the primary means for project control. Essentially, the

approach suggested represents a deterrninistic rnode of analysis be-

cause the size of a variance serves as the only criterion for deciding
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whether it should be investigated.

Even though this method may prove adequate for rnany projects,

it suffers from the subjectivity injected in the control system for lack

of a more reliable decision rule. A variance, for exarnple, which

rnay appear significant, if not disturbing, to one executive could be

viewed as rrnaturalil by someone else. The result is inconsistent de-

cisions which in turn cause inefficiency in the firm.

It is often possible to enhance project control by associating

probability rneasures with reported variances. Considering actual

perforrnance frorn a statistical point of view, a certain amount of de-

viation frorn plans is unavoidable. One can attribute it to the vari-

ability inherent in the facilities, equipment, and rnethods ernployed

by the firrn. Thus, budget variances due to this kind of variability

are not, as a ru1e, sufficient reasons for undertaking an investigation,

since their causes are essentially random and consequently uncontrol-

Iable' Elimination of such variances would require changes in the total

structure and rnode of operation of the firrn and its resources.

On the other hand, there is a second type of variation that cannot

be accounted for by the variability built into the firrnrs operations. Irr

vestigation in this case can trace budget variances to assignable

causes of unsatisfactory perforrnance and assist managelnent to re-

move them.

Thus, while the size of a variance rrleasures its financial impact
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on the Performance of the firrn, its probability of occurrence provides

managernent with an additional criterion for deciding whether investi-

gation will produce any results.

The need.for a n)ore objective decision rule in project control

can be met by utilizing some of the concepts frorn decision theory.

(see references 6, 11, 34, 47). The method suggested below can thus

assist management considerably in reducing the subjectivity involved

in the evaluation of input variances.

f'ormulation of the Decision Model

In

l.
Z.

3.

4.

5.

follows:

S.=
1

discussing decision models, Starr states that:

a decision situation is composed of five basic elements.
strategies or plans constructed of controllable variabr.es;
States of nature composed of noncontrollable variables;
O"t""*"r-"su1ts that occur when a specific strategy

-

is employed and a particular state of nature exists;
Predictions of the likelihood that each state of nature wiII
"a""r; ""dThe decision criterion which dictates the way in which the
ffi be used to select a single plan to
follow (47, p. 671.

With the above as a framework one can formulate the problem

as

N.
J

e
ij

ththe i strategy available to rnanagernent. For CPB
i= IrZ

tfre 3th possible state of nature. For CPB, j = L, Z

the outcome resulting frorn choosing the ith strategy
when the jth state of nature exists.
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V(0 ..) = the cost associated with outcome 0 ...UU

"t 
= V(e I l) = V( 0tr) = the cost of investigating a variance

C = V(0 ,rl = the costs, los ses, liquidated damages, etc.
A 41.resulting frorn shoosing not to investigate a variance

when it is due to assignable causes

P. = the probability measure for state N.J-J
E(C.) = the expected cost for strategy S.

The decision model can now be summarized in a matrix form,

shown in Figure 4 - 6,

Figure 4-6. Decision Matrix for Variance Investigation

To ernploy decision theory for control, it is necessary to con-

sider the project inputs as random variables. The statistical distri-

bution for each input must then be specified in terrns of its mornents,

i. e, , rnean and standard deviation. With this information, it is

Prob" P. Pt Pz Decision Criterion

\ stat6.

St).tesv J

tr\

N1
Variance due to

randomnes s
(uncontrollable ) ,

Nz
Variance due to

as signable '.,

causes
( controllabie )

Expected Cost of S.

Z

E(ci) =rr,u rj) ,j
j= I

sl'
Inve s tigate C, ct E(C 

,)= 
CrP r* Cflz= C

sz'
Do not

investigate
0 ca E(Cr= 0'Pt+ Co'o.,
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possible to determine the probability measures indicated in the deci-

sion matrix.

A convenient basis for developing a decision rule in problems of

this kind is the expected cost associated with a given strategy. Its

computation involves multiplying the cost of each outcome by its re-

spective probability and sumrning. Algebraically, we have:

The decision rule can then be expressed as:

Select S. for which E(C.) = minimum
I 1'

For strategy Sr,

e(Ct) = CtPt + C,PZ = CIP, + Cr(l - Pl) = Ct

For strategy Sr,

E(Cz) = O'Pt + CA. PZ= CA(1 - pr)

The decision rule can, thus, be restated as:

2.

\-E(ci) = Lup ij) 
Pj

j= 1

If

If

ct

C,

Pt )Ce Investigate variance

Pt)Ca Do not investigate
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When C, and CO are known, the decision depends on PI. In this

discussion, Pt refers to the probability of. randorn forces causing a

reported unfavorable variance (note that this is a conditional proba-

bility).

It is of interest that the above inequalities reduce into a single

equality for a unique value of Pr. For this critical vaIue, P., the

expected costs of both strategies are equal. Thus, managerrlent can

pursue either course of action. Thus,

co' c,
Cl = (I - P.)CA and PC = co

Pt associated with a re-

formulated as follows:

In terrns of

ported variance,

the probabitity measure

the decision rule can be

To make the use of the proposed decision model practical, it

is possible to construct in advance control charts that can be used on

the spot, as soon as variances are reported. An exarnple of such a

chart is illustrated in Figure 4-7. Its construction will be understood

more easily after the deterrnination of probabilities is explained in

the following section.
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1.00

P

I

Do Not Investigate

Indifference Curve, P

I

Figure 4-7. Cost

lnvestigate

Size of Variance, V

Control Chart

Determination of Mode1 Parameters

The difficult problems associated with the application of a deci-

sion model, like the one just described, arise in connection with the

evaluation of the probability rneasure Pt and the cost parameters

C, and CO. The following method provides enough flexibility to make

it adaptable to a variety of actual projects.

Probability Measures. Determination of probabilities Pt and

P Z associated with states Nt and NZ requires knowledge of the

statistical distribution for the project input to be controlled. This is

done by estimati.ng the mean of such distribution and its standard de-

viation. The former is a rneasure of central tendency, or an expected
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value; the latter measures the dispersion of actual values about the

mean.

If the firm has historical data pertaining to this project input,

routine statistical techniques can be ernployed to cornpute the desired

characteristics of the distribution (l l; 341. In the absence of such

information, however, management can develop satisfactory estirnates

frorn past experience modified to incorporate new conditions. Group

discussion and participation of several experienced individuals will

often produce surprisingly good results.

The rnean of the distribution is nothing more than the expected

amount of an input required for a project subdivision. It is the budg-

eted amount employed in traditional budgeting.

To arrive at a standard deviation, however, it is essential to

determine or assume what forrn of distribution applies to the particu-

lar input in question. For cost generating items, i. e. labor, ma-

terials and overhead, one can often assurne a norrnal distribution.

Since each one of these costs is the sum of the averages of a large

number of independent factors, the Central Lirnit Theorern guaran-

tees that regardless of the individual distribution of these factors,

their sum will be normally distributed. It must be ernphasized, how-

ever, that norrnality is not essential for utilizing this approach.

'Whenever this dssurnption appears unrealistic, it is possible to ap-

proxirnate cost perforrnance with sorne other probability distribution,
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i. e. a gamrna, or a beta distribution, with slight modification in the

mode of analysis. For the time input, one usually assurnes a beta

probability density (35) which appears quite satisfactory for most

projects and allows easy computation of the standard deviation

('=(b-a)/61.

'When the norrnal distribution i.s assurned for a cost input and

historical data are not available or reliable, the standard deviation

can be estimated by assigning subjective probabilities to possible

variances from the mean. For exarnple, if one strongly feels that

there is a 50-50 chance that the actual cost will be within * D dollars

of the mean (or budgeted amount), he can estirnate the standard devia-

table containing probabilities for differenttion quite easily using a

areas under the normal curve (l l, p. 869). Thus,

.647 o = D and o = .647

Pt and PZ are deterrnined

D

as

With regard to a particular input,

follows (norrnality as sumed ! ).

Let,

x

x

x

normally distributed randorn variable rneasuring
the actual cost of a consumed input, i. e. Iabor.

budgeted arnount, or mean of the distribution

actual cost upon project completion

standard deviation of the distribution
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V = X - X = budget variance (negative, i. e., unfavor-a able in this example)

Z^ = Y/n = budget variance in standard units

Et = event that V is unfavorable, i. e. X., X

,Z = event that variance is caused by randornness

N, = event that randorn forces produced variance,' given it is an unfavorable variance

NZ = Nl = event that controllable factors produced
variance given it is an unfavorable variance

p(Et)= P(X , f) = probability measure for Er(Figure 48a)

P(EZ) = probability rneasure for E, (Fi8ure 4-8b)

(A)

Figure 4-8. Probability Measures

Frorn the above we have:

(B)

P(ElE2) 
= "("r)p(Er ) P(E1)

Pr = p(Nrl = P(Ez/rr) =
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Frorn this result, we obtain:

P2=P(N?)=t-P(Nl)

Cost Pararneters. The costs C, and Ce in the rnodel can be

determined from historical records or from experience in similar

projects. The cost of investigation, Cr, will depend on the type of

input to be investigated, the project level where the variance is re-

ported, or it may sirnply be fixed for routine occurrences. It entails

the costs associated with the managerial time andf or other expenses

(project delays, plan changes, firing or hiring personnel, etc. ) in-

curred in tracing a variance to assignable causes.

In the case of avoidable costs, CA, management lumps together

all the costs, losses, and liquidated damages that will result if strate-

gy SZ (do not investigate) is selected, when in fact the reported vari-

ance is due to assignable causes. For projects of short duration (less

than a year) these costs are stated at their immediate value. If such

costs are associated with longer periods of time, interest calculations

may be necessary for determining their effect on the financial position

of the firm. In the latter case, present worth (at the time the decision

is made) estimates are obtained (!'igure 4 - 9).

Let C. = cost to be incurred (t. units of tirne (rnonth, year)J fro* now) frorn failuJe to investigate reported.
varlance
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6; = present worth of C. at the tirne decision for the vari-J 
"n"u 

is made (a funltion of t. and the interest rate
used by the firm)

Then,

Now

Figure 4 - 9.

c1

Determination of CO

cA=
m

I
j=I

C:
J

I
C:m

I
c.

J

I

C I

Standard textbooks in engineering economy (I5; a9) provide ap-

propriate methods for the required conversions. With regard to the

decision model and the parameter estimation discussed in this section

a similar approach is suggested in an article by Bierman et al. (6).
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CHAPTER V

PROJECT COORDINATION WITH CPB

Introduction

Underlying the prirnary managerial functions of planning and

control is the concept of coordination. This provides the connecting

link between planning and control, and its strength and efficiency is

intrinsically r-elatedtothe comrnunication network of the firrn. To

understand how project coordination is accornplished, one needs a

more detailed picture of the firmts cornrnunication systern. The in-

formation that flows in this system will deterrnine the rnanner deci-

sions are rnade. The decisions describing the firrnrs responses can

then give a measure of how well the firm has approached the cyber-

netic form of behavior.

This chapter is concerned with the communication network of

the firm and its forrnal configuration as deterrnined by the reporting

systern ernployed for project managernent.

The Firrn as a Cornmunication Network

Structure of the Communication Network

Shannonts Model. In his pioneering work on information theory
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and cornmunication systerrts, Shannon stated that cornrnunication aI-

ways requires three basic elements for its operation. These are the

source, the rnessage, and the destination. In addition, one rnay in-

clude noise transrnission and reception as part of the basic rnodel.

These elernents are shown diagrarnmatically in Figure 5-I.(45, p. 5"),

Informaticin
Source Transmitter Receiver Destination

Noise Source

Figure 5- l. Syrnbolic Representation of a Comrnunication Systern

communication, frorn this point of view, involves the sending of

rnessages by words, rnerrros, reports or other rneans with the objec-

tive of supplying the necessary information for decision-making. In

this respect, the cornrnunication systern can be used to influence and

direct the different individuals or groups within the firrn to work to-

wards cornmunicated goals. In addition, through the use of feedback

rrtanagerr)ent can assess the status of the firrn and modify its behavior

to meet new needs and adjust to new conditions. The comrnunication
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system is, thus, the vehicle for decision-making. Inforrnation is the

fuel for that vehicle.

Boninits Model. The vast cornrnunication network within the

firrn can be viewed as an organized aggregate of the sirnpler systems

shown in Figure 5-I. An interesting way to specify such network is

given by Bonini ( 7,p. l5 ) who suggests the identification of the follow-

ing elernents within the firrn:

l. Decision Centers: A decision center is a place in an organi-

zatior: where a decision or part

effecter of such a decision rrlay

a rnachine.

a decision is made. The

an individual, a group or

of

be

Z. Information Center: An inforrnation center is a place in an

orgar:ization where information is collected, transmitted,

stored, ana\yzed, or compiled. Again this may be one rnan,

a group, a departrnent, or even a machine. The information

collected rnay be about the external environrnent (e. g. sales

of cornpetitors) or about the internal operations of the firrn

(e. g. production data). The inforrnation need not be data

(i. e. numbers); it may be the promulgation of decision; it

rnay involve human relations factors; etc.

3. Decision Rules: When the decision premises are specified

the decision center acts according to a progran) which shall
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be called a decision rule...It is irnportant, at this time to

distinguish between general decision rules and what shalI be

te rrned decision pararneter s. A decision parameter is a

specific nurnerical constan\associated with a decision rule.

This number could be changed without affecting the essence

of the decision rule.

Information Links: Inforrnation links determine the flows of

information among inforrnation centers and between informa-

tion and decision centers. In general, in a business organi-

zation this is a cornplicated network. For instance, inforrna-

tion centers sorrretimes send different inforrnation to differ-

ent cost centers and to different decision centers.

Inforrnation System :. The inforrnation system is the corn-

plete set of linkages of inforrnation within the organization.

It is the total information network. Thus, a given informa-

tion systern means a cornplete and explicit specification so

that one will know who receives what information in the

firm, where the inforrnation is collected, how and when the

inforrnation is transrnitted, and so on.

Decision System: A decision systern is the surn total of all

the decision rules in the organization. Thus, a specific de-

cision systern rneans a specific set of decision rules (in-

cluding specified decision pararneters). Since decision rules

5.

6.
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are dependent upon inforrnation, specification of the informa-

tion system is explicit in any decision system.

Bonini admits that in a business firrn it is difficult to find a pure

type of either an inforrnation center or a decision center; however,

this writer feels that the identification of the above elernents canassist

greatly in the design of an efficient communication network, so that

decision-making will not be harnpered by unnecessary rrnoiserr or rrde-

laysil that may exist, if cornrnunications are made to fit a rigid organi-

zation chart.

Problems Associated with Cornrnunication

Concerning the effectiveness of a cornrnunication systern,

Shannon and Weaver in one of their early articles stated that there are

problems associated with three Ievels of communication (45, p. 96).

Level A. How accurately can the s)rmbols of communication
be transrnitted? (The technical problem)

Level B. How precisely do the transrnitted syrnbols convey
the desired meaning ? (The semantic problem)

Level C. How effectively does the received meaning affect
conduct in the desired way? (The effectiveness
problern)

Although the rnathernatical theory of communication as developed by

Shannon applies to the technical problern at Level A, it has a direct

influence for levels B and C. This becomes obvious when we realize
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that Levels B and C can make use only of the signals or messages that

have been accurately handled at Level A.

The rnanagement of the firm is directly concerned with all three

of the above levels and the performance of the firrn both in the short

run and in the long run will be largely determined by the degree of

success achieved in solving these problerns.

The Technical Problern. Consideration of the technical problem

for the comrnunication network of the firm is well beyond the scope

of this thesis. This is prirnarily addressed to the analysis of the

basic elements of the communication system shown in Figure 5- 1. It

involves the measurement of the amount of information at the source

(Boninirs inforrnation center), the capacity of the cornrnunication chan-

ne1 (Boninirs information link), the coding process necessary for

transmission of inforrnation, the characteristics of noise in the sys-

tem and the perforrnance of the systern in transmitting continuous

(oral), discrete( written)ror rnixed signals. The non-mathernatical

reader will find Weaver's article 145, p. 95) enlightening in this re-

spect; the more technical reader, however, will want to consult Dr.

Shannonrs classic paper on comrnunication theory (45, p. 41,

Sernantics and Effectivenes s Problerns. Our interest in this

thesis will be with the semantic and effectiveness problems (Leve1s

B and C), as these af.f.ect the reporting systern used with the firrn for
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Project control. More specifically, this thesis is concerned with the

flow of information in the firmts cornrnunication systern that will re-

sult in optirnurn decision-making. The problem then, consists of pro-

viding answers to questions such as:

1. What inforrnation is needed at pre-designated decision-

centers, i. e, the 'W'-P supervisor, project cornponent

superintendent, and others.

Z. 'W'here, when, and how such inforrnation will be collected,

analyzed, cornpiled, surnmarized, etc.

3. W'hat information links are necessary for accurate, timely,

and econornic inforrnation transmission.

4. How shouldthe decision rules be employed to activate the

transrnission of information on emergency cases, insofar

as the rearrangernent of information links is concerned.

Successful solution of these problems should enable the design

of a cornmunication systern which provides "the right amount of infor-

rnation, at the right place, at the right tirne, with minirnum distortion

and at minimum cost. " Such a system cannot eliminate the semantic

and effectiveness problerns rnentioned above. rt can, however, re-

duce thern considerably.

Ideally, a comrnunicated message, such as a labor variance on

a W'-P performance written report, will convey the rneaning that

management wishes it to convelr and initiate at the destination.the
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response that management desires in order to optimize project per-

formance. The cornplex nature of the human elernent in the systern

( I2, p. 145 I along with the uncertain conditions surrounding project

performance will often introduce rrsernantictrnoise in the flow of infor-

mation and as a result the response rriay differ from managerrtentrs

expectations. Nevertheless, recognition of these facts can help irn,

Prove the structure of the network so that through continuous feedback,

disturbances can be quickly detected and atternpts made to reduce or

eliminate them.

The Project Reporting System

General Remarks

In determining how the reporting system can influence the com-

munication network of the firm, it is desirable to view the manage-

ment of the firm as divided into two broad Ievels: top management

and operating management. Decision rnaking at these two levels is

concerned with different matters. Consequently, the information re-

quired will be different in order to rneet the different needs that exist

at each level. The reporting systern should be capable of rneeting

such information needs adequately and promptly.

Top managernent, in general, requires information (free of all

burdensorne detail) that will indicate the overall time and cost status

of the project. At this 1eveI, management is not concerned with
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day-to-day operating decisions, but with the general effect of project

perforrnance on the position of the firm. Thus, attention here is

focused on significant trends that will affect project completion time

and cost, future cash requirernents, and decisions at the policy Ievel.

Reports for the top management should, therefore, reflect project

perforrnance in terrns of dollars and should point out problem areas

that require rnajor decisions with respect to resource allocation.

The operating rnanagement, on the other hand, comprised of

W-P super'visors, departrnent heads and others is concerned with ad-

herence to budgets and schedules. Decision making at this level re-

quires not only more frequent reports, but information directly re-

lated to each area of responsibility. For instance, the rnan-hours of

specified skills used, the materials consumed, resulting variances

from budget and the like. Although these items may be expressed in

dollars for later sumrnarization, it is often more practical to prepare

such reports using the physical units more appropriate for the work

performed.

Two things that rnust be seriously considered in the design of a

reporting system are: first, the management by exception principle

and secondly the responsibility accounting principle. Application of

the first in report preparation makes it possible for managernent at

each leve1 to pay attention to significant deviations from p1an. Thus,

no tirne is wasted going over lengthy reports with rnasses of data.
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These are of no use to an executive insofar as they obscure the facts

on the basis of which corrective action rnust be taken.

The responsibility accounting principle, as originally described

in an article by Higgins (I8) states that a manager must be held

responsible only for iterns within his control. Consequently, non-

controllable costs are either omitted frorn a report showing perfor-

rnance in his area of responsibility, or segregated frorn those that

are controllable. In CPB, the latter practice is followed, since it

is felt desirable to rnake a manager aware of other costs incurred

to support his unit.

The reporting systern ernployed in CPB constitutes the forrnal

configuration of the cornrnunication network established for project

perforrnance. In theory, this is developed using the Work Breakdown

Structure as a frarnework. This offera a consistent rnethod for pro-

ject planning and control, for assignrnent of responsibilities, and as

a basis for tfue cost agcounting structure. Inforrnation sources, de-

cision center6, and inforrnation links are thus conveniently identified

at each 1evel of the WBS to rnatch the allocation of responsibility for

project performance. In practice, the effectiveness of the forrnal

cornrnunication systern rnay be further enhanced through the use of

lrrore direct and/or inforrnal comrnunications (rnerrlos, letters, tele-

phone conversations, inforrnal discussions and others). These often

help to express the feelings and attitudes of people involved in the
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Project--an important but difficult factor to incorporate in formal,

routine reports. Thus, through both formal and inforrnal communica-

tions, managerrtent can constantly strive to solve the semantics and

effectiveness problerns in order to approximate more closely the cy-

bernetic mode of behavior.

Design of CPB Reports

The need for providing decision centers with reports that meet

specific requirements should generally take precedence over the ease

of preparation of such reports or their conformity with existing infor-

mation systems. one method of determining how the 'rideal" report

could be designed is suggested by the information need rnatrix (Figure

5-2],.

Information
Item Needed

Reslpnsibility (or Decision) Center
I Z I n

Schedule Status
Activity
w-P
Project

Cost Status
Labor Man-hours
Labor Cost
Materials Qty.
Materials Cost

etc.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Figure 5-2. Inforrnation Need Matrix
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The ideal report for decision center rrirr should incLude all the

information items in column rritr only. This report is then modified

so that it can be economically prepared within the data processing

capability of the firm and allow its integration with the information

system in operation.

The reports and charts suggested for the application of cpB are

indicated in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3. CPB Reports and Charts

Operating Managernent Reports

W-P Perforrnance Report. This report presents the cost and

schedule information required for everyday decisions. Since control

is rnost effective at the level where inputs are transformed into de-

sired outputs, the 'W-P report (Figure 5-4) constitutes the basis for

control at this 1evel, and for preparing more comprehensive reports

for higher managernent levels.

\_ Decision

r.poX{enters
Forrn -\ Operating Manag eruaent Top Management

Iabular W-P Performance Report
Project Status Report
Manpower Perforrnance

Repo rt

.Project Cost Surnmary
Project Schedule Sum-

rr]ary
Project Cash Report

iraphical Time Chart
Manpower Performance

Chart

Time Chart
Schedule Trend
Cost Trend
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Figure 5-4. W-P Perforrnance Report

Preparation of the 'W-P report involves the recording of actual

arnounts and rates for all the basic inputs consurned by the activities

in the W-P. Comparisons with budgeted amounts yields actual vari-

ances for activities already cornpleted. For activities still in

progress, the budgeted amount required for the unfinished portion of

the work is added to actual costs incurred and a revised budget esti-

mate is cornputed. Cornparison of the latter with the original budgeted

amount yields a projected variance.

In order to direct managementrs attention to the problern areas

in a'l4r-P, a sumrrrary is prepared listing reported variances in order

of importance with explanations for their occurrence.

W-P Time Performance

W-P Overhead Performance

W-P Materials Performance

W-P Labor Performauce

Wage Rates

Legend:

A = actual
B = budget
RB = revised budget

(P)V = (projected) variance

W-P-Variances Summary..
Time Variances Amount Remarks
Activity No._ XXX

Cost Variances
Labor XXX
Materials XXX
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The W-P report for most projects should be prepared weekly.

The frequency of preparation, however, for this and other reports

will depend on the data processing system of the firrn and the size,

cost, and cornplexity of the project.

Time Chart. For more effective schedule control, the final

networks developed in the planning phase can be rearranged to obtain

time charts. This sirnple and versatile graphic model, developed by

Professor Riggs (42), emphasizes the critical activities in the net-

work and their time relationship to all othe-r activities (Figure 5-5)

10 15 20 25 30

Time Scale (days)

Figure 5-5. Time Chart (42, p. LZI

The visual presentation of timewise responsibilities and inter-

dependencies of operating units within the firm (or subcontractors)

enables the W-P supervisor and others at higher levels to assess the

effect of alternative courses of actiop. Coupled with the W-p
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Variances Surnmary the time chart constitutes the rnost powerful

rneans for project control.

Project (or Other Subdivision) Status Report. The cost and

tirne data frorn the 14r-P reports are subsequently sumrnarized to pre-

pare comprehensive reports for larger project subdivisions and the

project itself. The surnrnarization follows the sarne pattern as the

one shown in Figure 3-I0. In a sense, this resembles a "distillation

Processrr in which unnecessary detail is successively rernoved to al-

Iow the reporting of the most significant facts to each decision center.

The project status report (Figure 5-5) indicates the cost and schedule

status of the subdivisions at the next lower 1evel. To facilitate

managen)ent by exception, a sumrnary of variances is prepared to

highlight the rnost significant deviations frorn plan requiring manage-

rnentts attention at the level reported.

PR,OJECT STATUS REPORT

Figure 5-5. Project Status Report
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Manpower Perforrnance Report. Cornparison of actual man-

power usage for each skill with the corresponding time-phased budget

enables managernent to evaluate past perforrnance and predict future

manpower needs (Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-7. Manpower performance Report

Manpower Perforrnance Chart. The information contained in

the rnanpower performance report can be graphically shown in the

form of a chart (Figure 5-8). This portrays the allocation of rnan-

power by rnonth or other period and serves to point out rnore dra-

matically undesirable manpower peaks that place excessive strain on

the firmrs resources. The Manpower Perforrnance chart !rsed in

combination with the tirne chart allows the leveling of manpower by

shifting resources (20, p. 30). It is, thus, possible to avoid (I ) ex-

tra costs associated with hiring new ernployees or excessive overtirne,

MANPOWER PERFORMANCE CHAR T SKILL: 5 (Mechanics)

Month Resp. .Center Acct. No.
Budgeted
Man-hor:rs

Actual
Man-hours Variance Remarl<s

June 165

July 165

4435

4435

23620

23625

360

480

383

520

+23

+40
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and (2) idle capacity of plant and equiprnent. A similar approach can

be used for other lirnited resources, such as equipment, facilities,

and especially funding requirernents.

Budgeted

Man-hours
_J__

500 Manpower
Variance in J

M"y

Figure 5-8. Manpower

June July August

Performance Chart

September

Top Managernent Reports

Project cost and schedule surnmary. To enable the top rnanage-

ment of the firm to develop long range plans and establish desirable

operating policies, it is necessary to prepare reports which indicate

the effect of the projectrs cost and schedule status on the firmrs fi-

nances and future plans. A cost and schedule surnmary for the project

is prepared showing estimated cost and completion time for the total

project and each component. Its construction is similar to that for

the Project Status Report (Figure 5-6).

Cost and Schedule Control Chart. The effect of actual
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performance on the estirnated cost and time to complete the project is

shown graphically in Figure 5-9. This figure resernbles the charts

used in quality control (I I, p. 315). Budget constraints and cornrnit-

ments by the firrn on other projects may dictate the inclusion of rrcon-

trol limits. I' Thus, when successive projections of tirne and cost esti-

mates are reported, management can recognize undesirable trends

and initiate corrective action to determine the cause(s) of reported

variances. Another advantage of this chart is its usefulness in deter-

mining the effect of previous decisions on the actual performance.

This can be accornplished by associating decisions with specific points

in tirne and noting the changes (if any) in subsequent performance.

Figure 5-9. Cost and Schedule Control Charts

Project Cash Report. The development of a Project Cash Budg-

€t, suggested in the planning phase, enables the firm to plan its cash

reserves so that the necessary funds are available when required to

finance the various operations. Lack of such funds rnay result in

Budget Limit

--6- -
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project delays, or borrowing at unreasonable interest rates. Excess

availability of cash, on the other hand, may deprive the firm of in-

terest that could be earned from profitable investrnents.

In conjunction with the Project Cash Budget, the Project Cash

Report can assist management to predict increases in future cash re-

quirements so that the necessary funds can be secured prornptly in the

form of bank loans, sales of securities or bond issues. The report

and chart pertaining to cash can be constructed in a manner sirnilar

to the one employed for manpower requirements. These and other

top management reports should be prepared rnonthly with the excep-

tion of significant variances that rnay require imrnediate action.

A Three-Dimensional Model for the CPB Reporting System

The cornplete CPB reporting system cornprised of the budgets

and tirne charts from the planning phase, and the performance re-

ports briefly described in the last section can be graphically shown

in Figure 5-I0 (reproduced with certain modification from Professor

Riggs I pyrarniding chart, reference 44).



Project Cost: Surmary
Project Cash Report

Strategy Formu-lation

DIVISIONS CF ORGAM,ZATION

Control

I

I

I

-J ,4/
y'oordinatimg

N
lrt

r1___t_t
iy::-l::.*"T," | :
Tiine Chart
W-P Budget

Figure 5- i0. A Three-Dirnensional ivlocrel f -,r ti:e CPR Repor'uing Systern
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CHAPTER VI

CPB IN PERSPECTIVE

Network Representation of CPB

The preceding chapters have shown how CPB provides a frame-

work for integrating the time and cost dimensions of project perfor-

rnance. Viewing the application of CPB as a project in itself, it is

possible to gain additional insight by expressing the suggested ap-

proach in network form. In this manner, one can see more clearly

not only the 'rdecision makingtr activities involved, but also how these

are interrelated.

Network for the CPB Planning Phase

The planning phase of CPB,discussed in Chapter lIL is illustrated

by an arrow network in Figure 6-1. with reference to the pyramid

model for the project and the firm (Figure 3-7]l, it is helpful to visu-

alize the activities in this phase as proceeding from the top down.

This is as it should be, since the top management of the firrn pro-

vides the broad objectives which are next translated into plans with

increasing detail as one rnoves to lower levels,



Preliminary
Activities

Preliminnry Plaauing

Determine
Outputs

Study
External Environment

hoject Approval
Final Planning

Specrfy
Outputs Specify

Inputs

Figure 5- 1. Project Planning with CpB.

Operating Management

T[altfCte'
Time Variance

Measure
Pedormance

Determine
Cost Variance

(w-P)

ictions Study

from without Intemd Environment

Determine
Project
Time

Corrective
Action

Determine
Cost Variance Summari2e hoject Cost Status

Final
Network

Time
Charts

Restrictions
from within

Top Management

Evaluate Project
Time Status

Corrective

N{
Figure 6-2. Project Control with CpB
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Network for the CPB Control Phase

The control phase of CPB, discussed in Chapter IV, is repre-

sented by a network shown in Figute 6-2. In contrast, with the plan-

ning phase, the 'rdecision-making" activities involved in project con-

trol are directed upwards, To be more specific, this network depicts

the feedback and evaluation parts of the control phase, since correc-

tive action irnplying changes in plans would be part of the planning

network. Information, in this case, flows from the project level

where plans are transformed into action to responsibility centers at

increasingly higher levels in the firrn. The amount of detailed packed

into these activities is progressively reduced to provide each level

with the most pertinent facts only.

An Integrated Graphical,Model for Decision Making with CPB

In order to tie in the decision making networks for CPB with the

actual project under study, one can construct a three-dirnensional

model, such as the one shown in Figure 6-3. In this fashion, it is

possible to describe the firmrs behavior (in terrns of its decision-

making activities) as this relates to a particular project, throughout

the latterrs duration.

As the project reaches different stages of completion, changes

in the plans may becorrre necessary in order to adjust to new



CPB for Control

Project Performance

_t
'f,1
9tolol
bolcl
BI
oll
6lol

"l

,/,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ Feedback

Project
Networks

Time

N.o

Project
Size

Figure 5- 3. Project Managernent with CPB
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conditions. Activities joining events in the ,CPB for control, net-

work with events in the rrCPB for Planningrrnetwork show the coordi-

nation interfaces and cornplete the cycle of the control function. This

process repeats itself as the planning phase is entered periodically

to deterrnine revised schedules and budgets. rn the model of Figure

6-3, the cycling process corresponds to the movement of the ,'CpB

for Planning'r plane along the time axis and paraIlel to its original

po sition.

An irnportant distinction between planning and control is with

regard to how these related to events on a time scale. planning, as

described earlier, refers to events in the future. control, on the

other hand, is associated with events that have occurred in the past

in the sense that one rneasures deviations of actual performance frorn

planned perforrnance.(28, p, 235). The orientation of the cpB plan-

ning and control networks has been arranged. to show this relationship.

Implernentation of CPB

The preceding developrnent of a frarnework for cpB has placed

rnajor emphasis on the characteristics of a project and the responses

these demand from the firrn.. As a result, the issue of irnplementa-

tion was overlooked in order to focus on how CPB can enhance rnana-

gerial decision rnaking.

The problerns involved in irnplernentation can be classified as
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psychological and technical in nature (33, p. 56).

Technical Problern

The technical problem involves the understanding of the ad-

vantages and lirnitations of the suggested approach. In the preceding

chapters an attempt was rnade to show how CpB can assistthemanage-

ment of the firrn to:

1. Irnprove the planning of the firmrs operations using realistic

cost and time estimates in the forrn of budgets and time

cha rts.

Z. Irnprove coordination by providing decision centers with in-

forrnation to satisfy individual needs.

3. Enhance control through timely reporting of cost and tirne

variances that allow rapid evaluation of actual performance

and early identification and correction of problem areas.

4. knprove ernployee rnorale through increased participation

in the planning phase and assignrnent of clearry defined re-

sponsibilities for project perforrnance.

There are, however, limitations associated with every manage-

ment technique and in the case of cpB one must realize that:

1. Budgets and schedules are based on estirnates and their

usefulness is limited by the accuracy of such data.

Z. A CPB program must be continually adapted to fit new
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conditions within the-firm and with respect to the areas it

is applied.

3. Application of this approach can be successful only through

the continuous participation and support of all levels of

management.

4. CPB assists rrranagement to do a rnore effective job and

cannot be construed as a system for making decisions auto-

matically.

Psychological Problem

The psychological problems in implementation stem from the

inertia built into the firrn. New techniques imply changes in peoplers

habits. This is adrnittedly a difficult task in any firm and there is no

need to elaborate on the significance of this problem. The fact re-

mains that people do change when the need is recognized. . The

transitionr, howeverr, rnust be evolutionary in nature. .'W'ith the

active support of top managerrrent and proper education in the con-

cepts and techniques of CPB, the steps involved in its irnplernentation

would be similar to those employed for a budgetary prograrn. A

fuller discussion of this subject would take us beyond the scope of this

thesis. The interested reader may consult references 33 and 52 f.or

detailed description of such prograrns and their adrninistration.
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Conclusions

The primary aim of this thesis has been the development of an

approach that will enhance decision making in non-repetitive opera-

tions. chapters III, IV and v have described how the synthesis of

budgeting and critical path scheduling provides managernent with the

type of approach needed for cybernetic control.

Cybernetic behavior by the firrn irnplies evaluation of its per-

formance in terms of its objectives. since the goals of the firm are

defined in two dimensions, ie. e. profit and time, evaluation of its

status implies the use of two criteria, both stated explicitly. Using

the cost dirnension involved in budgeting and the time dirnension in-

volved in CPS, CPB enables management to d.eterrnine the firmrs

position through cost and tirrre variances and thus provides complete

and continuous feedback for effective coordination and. control.

As a management tool, cpB possesses the versatility and sim-

plicity of its components. rn addition, through wide participation, and

and effective communications, it provides a framework within which

all efforts can be integrated in order for the firm to optirnize its per-

formance in terms of its human, economic and physical efficiencies.
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